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ABSTRACT

A significant challenge in global navigation satellite system (GNSS) signal processing is a
requirement for a very high sampling rate. The recently-emerging compressed sensing (CS)
theory makes processing GNSS signals at a low sampling rate possible if the signal has a
sparse representation in a certain space. Based on CS and SVD theories, an algorithm for
sampling GNSS signals at a rate much lower than the Nyquist rate and reconstructing the
compressed signal is proposed in this dissertation, which is validated after the output from that
process still performs signal detection using the standard fast Fourier transform (FFT) parallel
frequency space search acquisition. The sparse representation of the GNSS signal is the most
important precondition for CS, by constructing a rectangular Toeplitz matrix (TZ) of the
transmitted signal, calculating the left singular vectors using SVD from the TZ, to achieve
sparse signal representation. Next, obtaining the M-dimensional observation vectors based on
the left singular vectors of the SVD, which are equivalent to the sampler operator in standard
compressive sensing theory, the signal can be sampled below the Nyquist rate, and can still be
reconstructed via ℓ1 minimization with accuracy using convex optimization. As an added
value, there is a GNSS signal acquisition enhancement effect by retaining the useful signal
and filtering out noise by projecting the signal into the most significant proper orthogonal
modes (PODs), which are the optimal distributions of signal power. The algorithm is validated
with real recorded signals, and the results show that the proposed method is effective for
sampling, reconstructing intermediate frequency (IF) GNSS signals in the time-discrete
domain.

Using the same SVD matrix decomposition, the results of applying the new mechanization of
the Kalman filter (KF) algorithm based on SVD are presented. The algorithm is useful in
applications where the influence of round-off errors reduces the accuracy of the numerical
solution of the associated Riccati equation. When the Riccati equation does not remain
symmetric and positive definite, the fidelity of the solution can degrade to the point where it
corrupts the Kalman gain, and it can corrupt the estimate [1]. In this dissertation, I design an
adaptive KF implementation based on SVD, provide its derivation, and discuss the stability
viii

issues numerically. The filter is derived by substituting the SVD of the covariance matrix into
the conventional discrete KF equations after its initial propagation, and adaptive estimation of
the covariance measurement matrix Rk is introduced. The results show that the algorithm is
equivalent to current methods in terms of robustness, and it outperforms the estimation
accuracy of the conventional Kalman filter, square root, and unit triangular matrix diagonal
(UD) factorization methods under ill-conditioned and dynamic applications, and is applicable
to most nonlinear systems. Four sample problems from different areas are presented for
comparative study from an ill-conditioned sensitivity matrix, navigation with a dual-frequency
Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, host vehicle dynamic models, and distance
measuring equipment (DME) using simultaneous slant range measurements, performed with a
conventional KF and SVD-based (K-SVD) filter.

ix

RESUMEN

Un desafío significativo en el procesamiento de señales del sistema global de navegación por
satélite (GNSS) es un requisito para una tasa de muestreo muy alta. La teoría de detección
comprimida (CS) recientemente emergente hace posible procesar señales GNSS a una baja
frecuencia de muestreo si la señal tiene una representación escasa en un cierto espacio. Basado
en teorías CS y SVD, un algoritmo para muestrear señales GNSS a una velocidad mucho
menor que la velocidad Nyquist y reconstruir la señal comprimida se propone en esta
disertación, que se valida después de que la salida de ese proceso todavía realiza la detección
de señal utilizando la adquisición de búsqueda de espacio de frecuencia paralela de
transformación Fourier (FFT) estándar. La escasa representación de la señal GNSS es la
condición previa más importante para CS, mediante la construcción de una matriz rectangular
Toeplitz (TZ) de la señal transmitida, calculando los vectores singulares izquierdos utilizando
SVD desde el TZ, para lograr una escasa representación de la señal. A continuación, la
obtención de los vectores de observación M-dimensional basados en los vectores singulares
izquierdos del SVD, que son equivalentes al operador de muestreado en la teoría de detección
compresiva estándar, la señal se puede muestrear por debajo de la velocidad Nyquist, y
todavía se puede reconstruir a través de la minimización l1 con precisión utilizando la
optimización convexa. Como valor añadido, existe un efecto de mejora de la adquisición de
señal GNSS al retener la señal útil y filtrar el ruido proyectando la señal en los modos
ortogonales (POD) adecuados más significativos, que son las distribuciones óptimas de la
potencia de la señal. El algoritmo se valida con señales grabadas reales, y los resultados
muestran que el método propuesto es eficaz para el muestreo, reconstruyendo las señales
GNSS de frecuencia intermedia (IF) en el dominio discreto en el tiempo.

Utilizando la misma descomposición de matriz SVD, se presentan los resultados de la
aplicación de la nueva mecanización del algoritmo de filtro Kalman (KF) basado en SVD. El
algoritmo es útil en aplicaciones donde la influencia de los errores de redondeo reduce la
precisión de la solución numérica de la ecuación Riccati asociada. Cuando la ecuación de
Riccati no permanece simétrica y positiva definida, la fidelidad de la solución puede
x

degradarse hasta el punto en que corrompe la ganancia de Kalman, y puede corromper la
estimación. En esta disertación, diseño una implementación adaptativa de KF basada en SVD,
proporciones de su derivación y discuto los problemas de estabilidad numéricamente. El filtro
se deriva sustituyendo el SVD de la matriz de covarianza en las ecuaciones KF discretas
convencionales después de su propagación inicial, y se introduce la estimación adaptativa de
la matriz de medición de covarianza Rk. Los resultados muestran que el algoritmo es
equivalente a los métodos actuales en términos de robustez, y supera la precisión de
estimación de los métodos convencionales de factorización de matriz triangular (UD) de filtro
Kalman, raíz cuadrada y unidad en aplicaciones dinámicas y mal condicionadas, y es aplicable
a la mayoría de los sistemas no lineales. Se presentan cuatro problemas de muestra de
diferentes áreas para el estudio comparativo a partir de una matriz de sensibilidad mal
condicionada, navegación con un receptor de sistema de posicionamiento global (GPS) de
doble frecuencia, modelos dinámicos de vehículos host y equipos de medición de distancia
(DME) utilizando mediciones simultáneas de rango de inclinación, realizadas con un filtro KF
convencional y basado en SVD (K-SVD).
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1. GENERAL
1.1.

Introduction

Due to digital processing technology and the implementation of software-based GNSS
receivers, researchers are motivated to try new acquisition and tracking methods of the GNSS
signal with the advantages of robustness, sensitivity, and anti-jamming capabilities [2] With
the development of GNSS systems with robust signals and the development of multiple
constellations, GNSS receivers are facing a considerable amount of data processing, and the
receiver hardware is growing larger, having a dramatic impact on the development of
consumer- and professional-grade GNSS receivers. Receiver manufacturers are busily
developing and implementing unique signal acquisition and tracking algorithms, advanced
integrity monitoring algorithms, advanced multipath mitigation algorithms, and a host of
other enhancements in an effort to improve the performance of GNSS receivers and make
their products stand out in a crowded field [3].

With the development of GNSS systems that demand robust signals and the creation of
multiple constellations, the GNSS receiver faces a tremendous amount of data processing,
which has made the receiver hardware become more prominent. In software
implementations, massive parallel correlation is done by exploiting the Fourier
transformation. Mathematically, a time-domain convolution is a multiplication in the
frequency domain. By having all the IF samples in memory, I can transform the signal to the
frequency domain, perform a simple multiplication by the Fourier transform of the
Pseudorandom noise (PRN) code, and later perform an inverse transform back to the time
domain, this approach requires a large amount of random access memory RAM to store the
data being received from the IF, and it is more of a store and process approach [4]This
dissertation explores the use of compressed sensing (CS) to reduce the number of samples
and, therefore, the amount of hardware required, which could allow the development of new
processing signal technologies where the signal is processed where more computational
resources are available (e.g., offsite).
1

This dissertation aimed to develop novel techniques that allow reducing the numbers of
samples for the GNSS signal, with a secondary goal of improving the computational
requirements of GNSS signal acquisition by optimizing the computational complexity. The
performance of the proposed algorithms is evaluated through post-processing of the IF
signals acquired from a commercial hardware GPS receiver, and they are validated by
comparing results using several metrics against commonly used software.

The design of the Kalman Filter (KF) usually aims to ensure that the covariance matrix of
estimation uncertainty (the dependent variable of the matrix Riccati equation) remains
symmetric and positive definite. The second main problem to be solved in this dissertation is
the numerical robustness of KF. The proposed algorithm is useful in applications where the
influence of round-off errors reduces the accuracy of the numerical solution of the associated
Riccati equation by also using singular value decomposition.

2

2. OBJECTIVES, OUTLINE, AND CONTRIBUTIONS
2.1.

Objectives

The primary objective of this work is to demonstrate the validity of a technique that reduces
the sampling rate whith a secondary goal of improving the computational requirements of
GNSS signal acquisition by optimizing the computational complexity. For the purpose of this
work, the acquisition is understood as the process to estimate the code phase and Doppler
values of GNSS signals from the IF that is accurate enough to start tracking [5] Thus, the
work focused on a GNSS receiver that is in cold start state, and when the receiver does not
rely on stored information [6] . To be more specific to the Global Positioning System (GPS)
receiver. This application can be used for other constellations, such as the European
constellation Galileo.

The second objective of this work is to aid the numerical robustness of the Kalman Filter
(KF). The proposed algorithm is useful in applications where the influence of round-off
errors reduces the accuracy of the numerical solution of the associated Riccati equation.

2.2.

Outline

The thesis is organized into seven chapters and two appendices as follows:

Chapter 1: General: In this chapter, the introduction is presented. The general overview of the
dissertation and the main topics or research.

Chapter 2: Objective, goals, and contributions: the objectives are layout, and the areas where
this dissertation adds value are outlined.

3

Chapter 3 State of the Art: Starts with a simple history of GNSS, then describe the GNSS
Code Signal Structure, GNSS constellations Galileo, GPS, BeiDou, GLONASS.
Methodology to signal to process is introduced. Those novels methods are developed in
chapter 4, chapter 5, and chapter 6.

Chapter 4 Energy Packing Algorithm For GNSS Acquisition Using Singular Value
Decomposition: Introduction to the matrix decomposition technique and development of the
concrete proposal for signal acquisition using SVD, introduction to Proper orthogonal modes
(POD), and selection of the modes or features that contain most of the information. Recovery
of the information using convex optimization.

Chapter 5 Validation and Performance: Performance Metrics and numerical results are
developed to compare with other methods. Metrics include signal to noise, time to the
acquisition, probability of false alarm, probability of detection.

Chapter 6 Robust Adaptive Kalman Filtering Based On Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD): Introduction to Kalman Filter Theory, and adaptive Kalman Filter, development of
the concrete proposal for signal tracking integrated with SVD, theoretical examples illustrate
the benefits of the Kalman filter SVD method.

Conclusions and future work. Explores integration of compressive sensing, sparse
representation using Machine learning techniques.

4

2.3.

Thesis contributions

The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follow:
Propose a novel GNSS signal acquisition algorithm based on compressive sensing (CS) and
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to reduce the computational complexity of GPS and
BOC satellite signals. The new algorithm enhances the input for the baseband and provides a
simple dimensionality reduction mechanism to condense the dataset, using a Toeplitz matrix
with the time-shifted reference signal as the dictionary that leads to a sparser representation.

This dissertation also aims to make a contribution in the area of robust application using the
Kalman filter algorithm.
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3. STATE OF THE ART
3.1.

Evolution Of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)

Since the beginning of civilization, man has looked to the skies with wonder, searching for
ominous signs in the stars; some of them were able to read relations and developed rules for
governing life base upon their placement. Those developments were done by early priest
astronomers. Surveys in large scales were conducted by the French surveyors Cassini and
Picard [7], who measured the interior angles of a series of interconnecting triangles in
combination with measure baselines, from Drukin to Collioure [7].
The triangulation technique was later used as the main means to accurately determine
coordinates over continental distances. However, the use of triangulation was limited by the
line of sight. Optical global triangulation was developed in Finland as early as 1946.
The First attempt to position the continents by electromagnetic technique was made by the use
of Hiran, which was a ranging electromagnetic system develop during World War II to
position aircraft.
Then a technological advance was made when scientists experimented with Doppler shift of a
signal broadcasted by a satellite, and they discovered the Doppler could be used as observable.
This, in conjunction with the ability to compute satellite ephemerides according to Kepler
laws, led to the capability to determine precise position anyplace in the world.
The GPS was developed to replace the TRANSIT system, which was a system composed of
six sates satellites at altitudes of nearly 1100 Km, nearly polar orbits. The system was
superseded because of two major shortcomings. The first one was the large time gaps in
coverage, where a satellite would pass overhead every 90 minutes, and the users had to
interpolate their positions. The second issue was its relatively low navigation accuracy.
The Global Positioning System is a satellite system that was conceived as a ranging system
from the known position of the satellites in space to unknown position on land, sea, and air
space. The system has demonstrated the provision of unprecedented levels of positioning
6

accuracy. The technology for satellite navigation developed after the 1957 launch of the
world’s first artificial satellite Sputnik by the Russians. In 1973, the architecture of
NAVSTAR was approved by the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD). The GPS became fully
operational in 1995, with a constellation of 24 satellites, and was by far the most determined
navigation project ever undertaken by the United States. In 1998, the White House initiated a
GPS modernization program, so-called GPS III. In 2000, the selected availability was
removed, which was degraded the standard positioning service use for civilian applications.
GLONASS
The former Soviet Union began developing GNSS, dubbed GLObal Navigation Satellite
System (GLONASS), in 1979, following GPS. It began operations in 1996. GLONASS was
originally intended to be used by the Soviet military for navigation and ballistic missile target
acquisition. As of today, it has 24 satellites orbiting at 19,130 kilometers (19,130 kilometers)
in altitude. It employs Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) on top of CDMA.
Because the satellites operate at slightly different frequencies, the GLONASS spreading code
can be the same for all satellites. Due to GLONASS’s orbit, it is particularly well-suited for
use in high latitudes (north or south), where obtaining a GPS signal can be difficult. The
constellation consists of three orbital planes, each with eight satellites evenly spaced [8]. A
fully operational constellation with global coverage consists of 24 satellites, while Russia’s
territory requires 18 satellites. While the FDMA signal is advantageous for anti-jamming
capabilities, it is less precise (5-10 meters) than GPS (30 centimeters using the L5 band) [8].
Galileo
Galileo’s fully deployed system consists of 24 operational satellites and six in-orbit spares,
which are positioned in three circular Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) planes at the height of 23
222 kilometers above the Earth and an inclination of 56 degrees to the equator of the orbital
planes [9].

GIOVE-A and GIOVE-B experimental satellites were launched in 2005 and 2008,
respectively, with the purpose of testing critical Galileo technologies and securing Galileo
frequencies within the International Telecommunications Union. Throughout the test period,
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scientific instruments monitored various aspects of the space environment surrounding the
orbital plane, most notably the radiation level, which is significantly higher than in low Earth
or geostationary orbits.

On 15 December 2016, the first services became available. After that, as the constellation
grows larger, new services will be tested and made available. Galileo navigation signals
provide adequate coverage up to 75 degrees north latitude, which corresponds to Norway’s
North Cape - Europe’s most northerly point - and beyond. Together with the carefully
optimized constellation design and the planned availability of three active spare satellites per
orbital plane, the large number of satellites should ensure that the loss of a single satellite has
no discernible effect on the user [9].

BeiDou

The BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS) is a navigation satellite system operated by
China. It is made up of two distinct satellite constellations. The first BeiDou system, formally
known as the BeiDou Satellite Navigation Experimental System and colloquially referred to
as BeiDou-1, consisted of three satellites that began providing limited coverage and
navigation services in 2000, primarily to users in China and neighboring regions. At the end of
2012, BeiDou-1 was decommissioned [10]. On 23 June 2020, the final BeiDou satellite was
successfully launched, making it the family’s 55th satellite. The third generation of the
BeiDou Navigation Satellite System is expected to provide global coverage for timing and
navigation, competing with Russia’s GLONASS, Europe’s Galileo positioning system, and
the United States’ GPS [10, 11].

The second generation of the system, officially known as the BeiDou Navigation Satellite
System (BDS) but also referred to as COMPASS or BeiDou-2, began operations in December
2011 in China with a partial constellation of ten satellites in orbit. [12]. Since December 2012,
it has been offering services to customers in the Asia-Pacific region [13]. China introduced the
third generation BeiDou system (BeiDou-3) in 2015 with the aim of global coverage. China
had since launched the 35th and final BDS-3 satellite into orbit in 2020.
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3.2.

Modern GNSS

GNSS positioning is based on trilateration, which measures the distances from a known
position to an unknown position or an observer. The measure distance is defined as the
pseudo-range ρ. The known position vector of a satellite i is defined as ri = [xi
the unknown position vector of an observer 𝐫𝐮 = [𝐱 𝐮

𝐲𝐮

yi

zi ]T and

𝐳𝐮 ]𝐓 . The calculation of the

pseudorange ρ from three different satellites, the user position is obtained by solving
𝛒𝐢 = |𝐫𝐢 − 𝐫𝐮 | = √(𝐱 𝐢 − 𝐱 𝐮 )𝟐 + (𝐲𝐢 − 𝐲𝐮 )𝟐 + (𝐳𝐢 − 𝐳𝐮 )𝟐 + 𝐜𝜹𝒕𝒊

(1)

The range is calculated from the final signals time of travel from the satellite to the observer.
Radio signals travel at the speed of light, c = 299,792,458 m⁄s
|𝐫𝐢 − 𝐫𝐮 | ∗ 𝐜 + 𝐜𝜹𝒕𝒊

(2)

where 𝛿𝑡𝑖 is the receiver clock error. Equation (1) can be written in matrix form as follows
̅ = [𝑨(𝒙
̅)]
𝒁

(3)

Where 𝑋̅ is a state vector
𝒙𝒊
𝒚𝒊
̅ =[𝒛 ]
𝑿
𝒊
𝜹𝒕𝒊

(4)

And 𝑍̅ is an observation vector
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𝝆𝟏
𝟐
̅ = [𝝆
𝒁
⋯]
𝝆𝒊

(5)

GPS receivers must observe and measure GNSS navigation signals from at least four
satellites to obtain a three-dimensional position, velocity, and user clock error estimates. The
use of more than a minimum of four satellites improves the accuracy of the user solution by
using an overdetermined solution [1].
The system of equation in (3) is not linear, and in order to solve it, the system must be first
linearized using the Taylor theorem around a known location 𝑢̂ = (𝑥̂0

𝑦̂0

𝛒𝐢 = √(𝐱 𝐢 − 𝐱̂ 𝐮 )𝟐 + (𝐲𝐢 − 𝐲̂𝐮 )𝟐 + (𝐳𝐢 − 𝐳̂𝐮 )𝟐 + 𝐜𝜹𝒕̂𝒊

𝑧̂0 ) and 𝛿𝑡0

(6)

I find partial derivatives at the approximate receiver location and 𝜹𝒕𝟎 = 𝟎
𝝏
𝒙𝟎 − 𝒙𝒊
𝝆𝒊 =
,𝒊 = 𝟏⋯𝒏
𝝏𝒙
√(𝐱 𝐢 − 𝐱̂ 𝐮 )𝟐 + (𝐲𝐢 − 𝐲̂𝐮 )𝟐 + (𝐳𝐢 − 𝐳̂𝐮 )𝟐

(7)

The partial derivative is a unit vector from an approximate position 𝑢̂ to a satellite according
to
𝝏
𝒙𝟎 − 𝒙𝒊
𝝆𝒊 =
,𝒊 = 𝟏⋯𝒏
𝝏𝒙
√(𝐱 𝐢 − 𝐱̂ 𝐮 )𝟐 + (𝒗𝐲𝐢 − 𝐲̂𝐮 )𝟐 + (𝐳𝐢 − 𝐳̂𝐮 )𝟐
𝒆̅𝒊 = [

𝝏𝝆𝒊
𝝏𝒙

𝝏𝝆𝒊
𝝏𝒚

𝝏𝝆𝒊
]
𝝏𝒛

Then the linearized equations can be written in a matrix form as follows,
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(8)

(9)

̅ − ̅𝒁̅̅̅𝟎 = [𝑯]∆𝑿
̅
𝒁

(10)

Where the matrix 𝐻 called a measurement matrix

𝝏𝝆𝟏
𝝏𝒙
𝝏𝝆𝟐
[𝑯] = 𝝏𝒙
…
𝝏𝝆𝒊
[ 𝝏𝒙

𝝏𝝆𝟏
𝝏𝒚
𝝏𝝆𝟐
𝝏𝒚
⋯
𝝏𝝆𝒊
𝝏𝒚

𝝏𝝆𝟏
𝟏
𝝏𝒛
𝒆𝟏𝒙
𝝏𝝆𝟐
𝟏 = [𝒆𝟐𝒙
𝝏𝒛
…
⋯
𝒆𝒊𝒙
𝝏𝝆𝒊 ⋯
𝟏
]
𝝏𝒛

(11)
𝒆𝟏𝒚
𝒆𝟐𝒚
⋯
𝒆𝒊𝒚

𝒆𝟏𝒛 𝟏
𝒆𝟐𝒛 𝟏
]
⋯ ⋯
𝒆𝒊𝒛 𝟏

𝒙𝒊 − 𝒙𝟎
𝒚𝒊 − 𝒚𝟎
̅ = [𝒛 − 𝒛 ]
∆𝑿
𝒊
𝟎
𝜹𝒕𝒊

(12)

When there is exactly 4 satellite in the line of sight, then equation (10) can be solved as,
̅ = 𝑯−𝟏 ∆𝒁
̅
∆𝑿

(13)

If more than 4 satellites are in the line of sight, the system is overdetermined, and it can be
solved using the least square methods. Gauss and Legendre discovered that there are
solutions minimizing
(14)
̅ − ∆𝒁
̅‖
‖[𝑯]∆𝑿

and that these solutions are given by the square 𝒏 × 𝒏 system [14]
̅ =𝑯𝑻 ∆𝒁
̅
𝑯𝑻 [𝑯]∆𝑿

(15)
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Furthermore, when the columns of [𝑯] are linear independent, it turns out 𝑯𝑻 × [𝑯] is
invertible [15].and so
̅ = (𝑯𝑻 [𝑯])−𝟏 𝑯𝑻 ∆𝒁
̅
∆𝑿

(16)

The pseudo-range measurement error is assumed to be independent and identically distribute
(iid) Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance 𝜎 2 , which represents the errors
from all possible sources

Considering the covariance
𝒄𝒐𝒗(𝒙) = 𝑯𝑯𝑻 𝝈𝟐 ≜ 𝑮𝝈𝟐

(17)

Where 𝑮 is the geometric matrix 𝝈𝟐
The effect of 𝑮𝑫𝑶𝑷 and 𝝈𝟐 on estimation can be seen in Figure 1,

Figure 1 Dilution of Position

Satellite geometry through the matrix 𝑮 on estimation can be characterized to a parameter socalled Geometrical Dilution of Precision (𝑮𝑫𝑶𝑷) which is defined as 𝑮𝑫𝑶𝑷 = √𝒕𝒓 (𝑮)
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Pseudorange measurement error through 𝝈𝟐 .

3.3.

GNSS System Architecture

In general, GNSS is comprised of three main segments, those are, the space segment, the
ground segment, and the user segment.
The ground segment is essential, and it consists of:
a) A network of GNSS tracking stations
b) Master clock
c) Control center
d) Upload facilities
The segment's main task is to define and predict satellite orbits and upload parameters to the
satellites. Satellites then broadcast their orbit parameters within the satellite navigation
message. The satellites are maintained in their proper orbits through occasional command
maneuvers and adjust of the satellite clocks. It also uploads navigational data and maintains
the health and status of the satellite constellation.

Figure 2. GPS Control Segment. [16]
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The space segment consists of a nominal constellation of 24 operating satellites that transmit
one-way signals that give the current satellite position and time [17].

Figure 3 GPS Constellation [16]

The user s segment consists of the GPS receiver equipment, which receives the signals from
GPS and uses the transmitted information to calculate the user's dimensional positions and
time.

3.4.

Modern GNSS Signals

There are four main GNSS today, GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and BeiDou. Each GNSS signal
is transmitted at different frequencies. The complete description of the signals can be found
in interface documents. For GPS [18], for GLONASS [19], for Galileo [20] and for BeiDou
[21] .In this section, a general description of the signal is given, with emphasis on features of
new signals, including BOC modulation, pilot channel, tiered code, and codeless signal
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GNSS signals, in general, employ the spread spectrum concept, which denotes that the
signal's energy is distributed over a wide bandwidth. Multiple access code division is one of
these implementations (CDMA). A pseudorandom code or spread code modulates the carrier
frequency through which a satellite signal is transmitted. This code multiplies the frequency
range of a harmonic line spectrum [22].

3.4.1. GPS L1 Signal
GPS satellites simultaneously transmit several ranging codes and navigation data using
binary phase-shift keying (BPSK). However, only a limited number of central frequencies are
used. Satellites using the same frequency are distinguished by using different ranging codes,
also called chipping codes. Satellites are uniquely identified by a serial number called the
space vehicle number (SVN), which does not change during its lifetime [23]. Additionally,
all operating satellites have a pseudo-random noise (PRN) number, which uniquely identifies
the ranging codes that a satellite uses. The GPS satellite generates the signal. A frequency
synthesizer driven by an atomic clock on the satellite makes a sinusoidal carrier frequency at
1575.42 MHz [4]. This carrier is then modulated with a repeating code known as the C/A
(coarse/acquisition) code. The C/A code is a binary sequence of 1023 bits, and it is used to
multiply the carrier to form a binary phase-shift keyed (BPSK) modulated signal. The C/A is
repeated every millisecond. The signal is further modulated by a 50-bps data stream
containing the ephemeris data. It roughly takes 1 chip = 1 microsecond to travel the length of
300 m, and it takes 1 epoch = 1023 bits of PRN code 1 ms to travel 300 km (see Figure 4).

Figure 4 PRN code, chips, and epoch.
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A major focus of the GPS modernization program is the addition of new navigation signals to
the satellite constellation.
The government is in the process of fielding three new signals designed for civilian use: L2C,
L5, and L1C. The legacy civil signal, called L1 C/A or C/A at L1, will continue broadcasting
for a total of four civil GPS signals. Users must upgrade their equipment to benefit from the
new signals.
The new civil signals are phasing in incrementally as the Air Force launches new GPS
satellites to replace older ones. Most of the new signals will be of limited use until they are
broadcast from 18 to 24 satellites [16].

Table 1. New GPS Civil Signals [16]

Second Civil Signal: L2C

Third Civil Signal: L5

Fourth Civil Signal: L1C

Frequency:1277.60 MHz

Frequency:1176.45 MHz

Frequency: 1575.42 MHz

Commercial requirements

L5 is the third civilian GPS

The term “application”

signal. It was developed to

refers to the signal’s radio

When used in conjunction

meet the stringent

frequency (1575 MHz, or

with L1 C/A in a dual-

requirements of life-safety

L1) and the fact that it is

frequency receiver, L2C

transportation and other

intended for civilian use.

enables ionospheric

high-performance

Additionally, there are two

correction, an accuracy-

applications.

military signals at L1, in

enhancing technique.

Its name is derived from the

addition to the legacy C/A

Civilians using dual-

United States designation

signal. Contrary to popular

frequency GPS receivers

for the radio frequency on

belief, L1C is not

benefit from the same (or

which the signal operates

synonymous with L1 C/A.
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Second Civil Signal: L2C

Third Civil Signal: L5

Fourth Civil Signal: L1C

greater) accuracy as

(1176 MHz).

L1C was originally

military users using the

L5 is transmitted on a radio

developed by the United

Radio Navigation Satellite

frequency that is specifically

States and Europe as a

Services (RNSS) radio

reserved for aviation safety

standard civil signal for

band.

services. It boasts increased

GPS and Galileo. Japan’s

Signal architecture in the

capacity, increased

Quasi-Zenith Satellite

modern era (CNAV), with

bandwidth, and a signal

System (QZSS) and

various message types and

architecture that is state-of-

China’s BeiDou satellite

forward error correction

the-art.

constellations are both
using L1C-like signals.

Modulation using the BiPhase Shift Key (BPSK)

The radio band used by the

The radio band used by the

technique

Aeronautical Radio

Aeronautical Radio

Include a dedicated

Navigation Services

Navigation Services

channel for monitoring

(ARNS) is extremely well-

(ARNS)

without the use of codes.

protected.

By 2023, it will be

Transmission capacity is

Designed for

available on 24 GPS

greater than that of L1 C/A

interoperability with foreign

satellites with ground

or L2C.

GNSS systems

segment control capability.

Its increased bandwidth

Signal architecture in the

results in increased jam

modern era (CNAV-2),

resistance.

including forwarding error

Signal architecture in the

correction

modern era (CNAV), with

Modulation of Multiplexed
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Second Civil Signal: L2C

Third Civil Signal: L5

Fourth Civil Signal: L1C

various message types and

Binary Offset Carrier

forward error correction

(MBOC)

Modulation using the Bi-

Available in the late 2020s

Phase Shift Key (BPSK)

on 24 GPS satellites

technique
Includes a dedicated channel
for monitoring without the
use of codes.
2027 Available on 24 GPS
satellites (as of Jan 2020).

The Next Generation Operational Control System (OCX) is the GPS control segment’s future
evolution. OCX will command all modernized and legacy GPS satellites, manage all civil
and military navigation signals, and enhance the cybersecurity and resilience of GPS
operations in the next generation. It will be composed of the following components:
a) A master control station and an alternate master control station
b) Dedicated surveillance stations
c) Ground antennas;
d) Simulator for the GPS system; and
e) Standardized space trainer.
The OCX development process is iterative. Block 0 is the Launch and Control System (LCS),
which is intended to control all GPS III satellites’ launch and early orbit (LEO) operations, as
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well as their on-orbit checkout. OCX Block 0 is a subset of OCX Block 1 that provides the
foundation for Block 1’s hardware, software, and cybersecurity [24].
Block 1 possesses the operational capability to control all legacy satellites and civil signals
(L1 C/A), as well as military signals (L1P(Y), L2P(Y)), as well as GPS III satellites and
modernized civil signals (L2C), as well as aviation safety-of-flight signals (L5). Additionally,
Block 1 will be equipped with the fundamental operational capability to control modernized
military signals (L1M and L2M (M-Code)) as well as the globally compatible signal (L1C).
Additionally, it satisfies all information assurance/cyber defence requirements. [18].
Block 2 fields the advanced operational capability to control the advanced features of the
modernized military signals (L1M and L2M (M-Code)). Block 2 will be delivered
concurrently with Block 1 [18].
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3.4.2. Pilot Channel
The pilot channel contains a secondary code rather than a navigation message; on the other
hand, the data channel contains the code, and the navigation GPS L1C, L5, GLONASS 1.3,
and Galileo E1 all have two channels, one for data and one for the pilot.

3.4.3. GPS L1C Signal
The L1C signals contain both pilot and data channels. Both signals use 𝐵𝑂𝐶(𝑓𝑠 , 1) which is a
subcarrier frequency 𝑓𝑠 ×1023 MHz, and a spreading code with chipping rate 1x 1023 MHz.
The data channel uses BOC(1,1), the pilot channel uses time-multiplexed BOC(1,1) (𝐴(2) )
and BOC(6,1) (𝐴(3) ). The data and pilot channels are multiplexed to have a data channel of
25% of the power and the pilot channel 75%. The codes have a 10 ms period with a chipping
rate of 1023 Mbps, for a total length of 10230 chips [22].

3.4.4. Galileo Signal
Now operational, the Galileo system provides four high-performance services worldwide:
Open Service (OS): Galileo’s open and accessible positioning and timing service. In the
future, the Galileo Open Service will also support Navigation Message Authentication,
allowing the user position to be calculated using authenticated data extracted from the
navigation message.

High Accuracy Service (HAS), a service that complements the OS by providing an
additional navigation signal and value-added services in a different frequency band.
Encryption of the HAS signal enables access to Galileo HAS services to be controlled.

Public Regulated Service (PRS): A service that is restricted to authorized government users
and is used for mission-critical applications that require a high level of service continuity.
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SAR (Search and Rescue): Europe’s contribution to COSPAS-SARSAT, a global search and
rescue distress alert detection system based on satellites [25].

Galileo satellites transmit the E1 (L1) signal on the centered frequency 1575.42 MHz, the
same as GPS and, with a reference bandwidth of 24.5520 MHz, the E1 signal contains pilot
and

data

channels,

and

both

use

composite-binary

offset

carrier

(CBOC)

modulation(see Figure 5), which is multiplexed BOC(1,1) and BOC(6,1) [15].

Figure 5 Spreading code, subcarrier, carrier, and signal as a result of the BOC
modulation principle.

Code A has 1023 MHz chipping rate, and the data channel has a navigation message with
250 bps rate. The pilot channel is called E1-C, and the data channel is called E1-B. This
kind of modulation allows GPS and Galileo signals to occupy the same frequency while
avoiding mutual interference, making building receivers that use both GPS and Galileo
simpler because GPS and Galileo use the same frequency.
A distinction is made between signals containing navigation data (the data channels) and
signals carrying no data (pilot channels) [26]: the signals of the data and pilot channels are
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shifted by 90 degrees in phase, which allows for their separation in the receivers. Galileo
allows the receiver to estimate the ionospheric delay error. This error is due to the delay
that the navigation signals suffer when they travel through the ionosphere. This delay
makes the distance from the satellite to the user, as measured by the receiver, appear longer
than it actually is and, if not corrected, would lead to significant positioning errors.
Fortunately, this delay is proportional to the frequency of the signal, with lower frequency
signals experiencing a longer delay than higher frequency signals. Therefore, by combining
measurements to the same satellite at two different frequencies, it is possible to produce
another measurement where the ionospheric delay error has been canceled out. This
cancellation becomes more effective as the separation between the two frequencies
increases. This is the reason why Galileo services are generally performed using pairs of
signals [26].

3.4.5. GLONASS signal
GLONASS transmits two signals on L1, one standard precision signal for civil users and a
restricted high precision signal for military users.
GLONASS satellites are differentiated by a shift in frequency rather than by different
spreading codes, indicating that GLONASS does not use gold codes.
Additional signals are transmitted by the new GLONASS-K satellites. GLONASS-K1
transmits a CDMA signal on a new L3 frequency (1202.025 MHz), while GLONASS-K2 will
also transmit CDMA signals on the L1 and L2 bands.
As with GPS and the other GNSS, GLONASS signals contain navigation messages
containing information about the satellite’s orbit, clock, and other parameters. Separate
navigation messages at a rate of 50 bits per second are modulo-2 added to the ST- and VTcodes. The ST-code message contains the satellite clock epoch and rate offsets from
GLONASS System Time; the satellite ephemeris expressed in terms of the satellite’s
position, velocity, and acceleration vectors at a reference epoch; and additional information
such as synchronization bits, data age, satellite health, and the offset of GLONASS System
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Time from Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) as maintained by the National MTS. [27].
See the distribution of GLONASS control stations in Figure 6.

Figure 6 GLONNAS Control Segment

3.4.6. BeiDou Signal
China began exploring a path to develop a navigation satellite system suitable for its national
conditions in the late twentieth century, gradually formulating a three-step development
strategy: By 2000, BDS-1 was completed for service to China; by 2012, BDS-2 was
completed for service to the Asia-Pacific region; and by 2020, BDS-3 will be completed for
service to the rest of the world.
By 2035, a more ubiquitous, integrated, and intelligent national positioning, navigation, and
timing (PNT) system will be established. BDS is divided into three segments: space, ground,
and user.
The BDS space segment is composed of a number of satellites orbiting in Geostationary Earth
Orbit (GEO), Inclined Geosynchronous Synchronous Orbit (IGSO), and Medium Earth Orbit
(MEO).
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The BDS ground segment consists of a variety of ground stations, including master control
stations, time synchronization/uplink stations, monitoring stations, and facilities for the
operation and management of the inter-satellite link [28].
The BDS user segment consists of various kinds of BDS basic products, systems, and
services as well as those compatible with other navigation systems, including basic products
such as chips, modules and antennae, terminals, application systems, and application
services.
The BDS development follows a model of developing regional service capacities, then
gradually extending the services globally. This practice has blazed a path for building a
satellite navigation system with Chinese characteristics and enriched the development models
for navigation satellite systems worldwide [28].
BDS possesses the following characteristics: First, its space segment is a hybrid
constellation consisting of satellites in three kinds of orbits. In comparison with other
navigation satellite systems, BDS operates more satellites in high orbits to offer better antishielding capabilities, which is mainly observable in terms of performance in the low-latitude
areas. Second, BDS provides navigation signals of multiple frequencies and is able to
improve service accuracy by using combined multi-frequency signals. Third, BDS integrates
navigation and communication functions and possesses multiple service capabilities, namely,
positioning, navigation and timing, short message communication, international search and
rescue, satellite-based augmentation, ground augmentation, and precise point positioning,
and so forth [28].
BeiDou transmits in L1 signal on the central frequency 1561.098 MHz, and the signals are
CDMA with a spread chipping rate of 2.046 MPs.
The spread code is a truncate Gold code, one last chip is removed. The range codes are
different from those for GPS because the polynomials and their initial states are different.
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3.5.

The architecture of GPS Receivers

The basic GPS receiver architecture is shown in Figure 7. The satellite signal binary phaseshift keyed (BPKS) signal arrives at the antenna with some radio frequency (RF) plus noise.
The front-end purpose of the receiver is to filter, amplify, and down-convert the incoming
signal from analog to digital (A–D) to an intermediate frequency (IF) (See Figure 7) or lower
frequency that is easy to process and sample in the receiver baseband. It is important to know
that the RF front-end contains analog components that generate thermal noise, and in the
majority of satellite-receiver design, the noise comes not from the satellites or any external
source but from the receiver itself [4]. After the front end, there is the baseband section of the
receiver. The IF to baseband mixer acts to remove the carrier from the signal, leaving the
original binary sequence that was created at the satellite and the 50-bps data, but also noise.

Figure 7 Basic GPS receiver architecture.

At the correlator, the receiver takes a replica of the PRN code and multiplies it by the
received signal, then integrates. When the correlators are aligned with the incoming signal, a
correlation peak is observed, and a hit is declared if the integrated value crosses a
predetermined threshold. Moreover, the baseband block is repeated once per channel so that
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each channel can acquire a different satellite. Therefore, a standard receiver has more than
one channel.
One aspect to notice is that until the correlation peak is found, there are two unknowns. One
is the actual frequency offset by a Doppler value and the offset of the local oscillator at the
receiver. Therefore, an important part is the acquisition space, which occurs in 2D, is that one
axis is the frequency (KHz), and the other is the code delay (chips). The search is typically
done in frequency bins. This is called a frequency and code-delay search. The traditional
approach then convolves the received signal with the code division multiple access (CDMA)
code of each satellite in the time domain, and the correct alignment corresponds to the one
that maximizes convolution. This approach has a computational complexity of O(𝑛2 ).

3.6.

Searching the GNSS Signal

Most of the GNSS software signals acquisition approach uses Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
and derivations of the same transform, e.g., split-radix 2/8 FFT and radix-2. Their
performance is evaluated based on less computation burden and memory requirements [29].
One technique involves estimating the frequency and code delay using a block of data and
Fourier transform methods. This technique takes a sample block of digital data and performs
a fast Fourier transform to estimate the frequency and code phase uncertainty. These
uncertainties can then be used to handle over-refined time-domain tracking operations to
provide a hybrid acquisition and tracking approach in a GNSS receiver.

In the frequency domain, the receiver takes the FFT of the received signal, multiplies the
output of this Fourier transform by the FFT of the CDMA code, and then performs the
inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) on the resulting signal, the output spikes at the correct
shift that synchronizes the code with the received signal. The computational complexity of
this approach is O(𝑛 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑛) [30].
Hassanieh et al. presented an FFT-based GPS locking algorithm of complexity O(𝑛 √𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑛),
called QuickSync that builds on recent developments of sparse recovery and introduces the
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lowest complexity algorithm to date. The algorithm is tested on two datasets with data
collected in the US using an SDR and a second one collected in Europe. Their design reduces
the number of multiplications for detecting the correct shift by a median of 2.2×, the
algorithm aliases the received signal in the time domain before taking its FFT, performs a
subsample FFT on the aliased signal, subsamples the FFT of the satellite CDMA code, and
multiplies the resulting samples with the aliased subsample FFT. Then it performs the IFFT,
and the output is aliased in the time domain. Picking the shift that maximizes the correlation
[31], the algorithm developed in this dissertation does not compete with the algorithms
already in the market as its main focus is on compressing the signal that is to be used for
those other algorithms.
Three contributors to the frequency offset to consider at the acquisition search are the
frequency uncertainty and the noise in the TXCO-generated frequency, the Doppler effect for
satellite motion, frequencies for rising and setting GPS satellites, and the receiver motion.
For a receiver under static conditions, the most significant contributor to frequency offset is
the satellite motion, which is about 4.2 kHz [4], however, under high dynamic conditions,
signals produce significant Doppler frequency shifts, which hinders the fast acquisition of
signals, in the case of the maximum velocity of the satellite combined with very high user
velocity-approach values as high as 10 kHz [32].
The signal search and acquisition becomes important when the receiver is looking for several
satellites at the same time: i.e., parallelism. A typical standalone GPS receiver can acquire
signals down to about −160-decibel mill watts (dBm) and might require a minute or more to
obtain a position from a cold start. GPS receivers usually include some degree of parallelism
when considering a receiver having N channels, in which each channel is dedicated to
searching for signals with a different PRN sequence. Within a channel, the frequency and
code-phase search spaces are further divided into several windows [1].
Parallelism can be implemented in hardware using massively parallel correlators or in
software using fast Fourier transform-based techniques [33], where the massive parallel
correlation is done by exploiting a property of the Fourier transformation. This approach
requires having all the IF samples in RAM, where they can be transformed to the frequency
domain, perform simple multiplication, and finally perform an inverse transform back to the
time domain. This has the same results as using the standard hardware approach. However,
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due to the larger amount of data required to store the data received from the IF, this approach
to store and process data requires a large amount of hardware or enough central processing
unit (CPU) capacity.
Teixeira and Miralles developed a basic correlator using MATLAB and Simulink to validate
the results and performance techniques when actual GPS satellite signal records are used, and
formulated and implemented alternative parallel architectures to perform a circular
correlation by decomposing the initial circular correlation into several smaller ones, which
are independent and can be processed in parallel. When applied to GNSS signals, using FFTbased, parallel-code-phase search (PCS) has advantages for hardware-based implementations
using field-programmable gate arrays. The parallel architectures implemented are radix,
FFTs, multipliers, adders, and NCOs. Additionally, the coded QuickSync algorithm, which
exploits the sparse nature of the synchronization problem, and relays in an important property
of aliasing a signal in the time domain, is equivalent to subsampling the signal spectrum [30].
I am in favor of software-defined radio (SDR), and the work presented provides a set of
functional tools that allow initial pretesting prototypes of the GNSS-SVD-C algorithm.

3.7.

Methodology

The development of software-based GNSS receivers is rapidly revolutionized in satellitebased navigation applications, and the receiver technology needs to be updated efficiently for
high positional accuracy requirements under noisy environments. As discussed before, the
acquisition based on spread spectrum technology is an essential process for identifying
satellites, with the development of GNSS and the emergence of multisystem joint
positioning, the receiver design is moving towards more data processing and, therefore,
hardware scale needs to be improved. The fundamental cause is that most of the sampled data
is obtained by using the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [34, 35]. The theorem states that
a signal can be exactly reproduced if it is sampled at a frequency F, where F is greater than
twice the maximum frequency in the signal [36]. However, even though this is a sufficient
condition for accurate recovery, it is not a necessary condition. This condition increases the
system computation time and cost of modern wideband receivers. In a real application,
sampling at the Nyquist rate usually produces a high number of samples. Additionally, the
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front-end design of future GNSS receivers must meet the needs of multi-navigation signal
reception. Thus, the instantaneous bandwidth of the RF front end is increased and increases
the complexity of baseband signal processing [37]. The bandwidth of the receiver should be
large enough to avoid signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) loss. This generally requires higher
sampling rates with an attendant increase in power consumption and processing loads, a
factor that is detrimental to low-cost and low-power consumer applications [1].
Song proposed a faster acquisition algorithm via subsample FFT. The algorithm first
downsamples by a factor ‘d’ and then multiplies the FFT of the received signal with the FFT
of the locally-generated PRN code, and takes the IFFT of the resulting signal, which
produces a single spike at the correct time shift [38]. The problem with this algorithm is that
the down sampling factor ‘d’ increases the noise contamination linearly, even though the
computation time decreases exponentially, d log (d). The truncation of PRN sequences leads
to a reduction in the correlation of the GPS signals and may not be an appropriate solution.
Fortin and Landry identified GNSS signal characteristics and addressed them by a universal
acquisition and tracking channel, proposing an architecture that allows sequential acquisition
and tracking of any chipping rate, carrier frequency, FDMA channel, modulation—i.e.,
BPSK(q) or QPSK(q), sin/cos BOC(p, q), CBOC(r, p, Pr±), and TMBOC(r, p, wr)—or
constellation, where a mobile device could integrate fewer universal channels, securing
signal availability and minimizing power consumption and chip size, but the results showed a
66% increase in power consumption compared with the established reference [39]. The
design principles align very well with the thesis objectives in the sense that they identify the
need to design new receivers to accommodate the increasing demands of new GNSS signals.
In recent years, the CS approach has been proven to effectively reduce the number of
measurement samples required for digital signal acquisition systems. Compressed sensing,
also known as compressive sensing, is a signal processing technique for efficiently acquiring
and reconstructing a signal by finding solutions to underdetermined linear systems. This is
based on the principle that, through optimization, the sparsity of a signal can be exploited to
recover it from far fewer samples than required by the Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem
[40]. This dissertation recommends an efficient method to acquire a GNSS signal using
compressed sensing. Fortunately, the GPS signal, as any wireless RF signal, is relatively
sparse [41]. The topic proposed in this dissertation is a novel CS method that requires low
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computation and regular hardware size, completes the acquisition process faster, and acquires
weak signals until about −160 dBm.
An extensive description of CS theory is described in the next sections. The central problem
of compressed sensing is the reconstruction of the high-dimensional sparse signal
representation of 𝑥 from a low-dimensional linear observation 𝑦.
A study from Hansen and Li performed a preliminary exploration of CS theory applied in
GPS systems in 2012 [42]. They utilized the classic random binary matrix to observe the
GPS signal and then adopt the reduced multiple measurement vector boost algorithm to
reconstruct the signal. However, the signal reconstruction algorithm is very complex as the
scheme is based on the multiple measurement CS theory. Kong proposed a two-stage
compressed sensing algorithm taking a specifically structured matrix as the measurement
matrix and employing multiple Walsh-Hadamard transforms as the signal reconstruction
algorithm in 2012 [43], though the two-stage compressed sensing leads to much higher
algorithmic complexity. Additionally, the algorithm can be used only to acquire strong GPS
signals, which is not always the case.
Ou et al. developed a novel technique scheme based on CS that achieves the transform
sparsity of GNSS signals by utilizing the Gaussian random matrix and recovers the signal by
using the single measurement OMP (orthogonal matching pursuit) algorithm [44]. This
scheme has an extra carrier to noise(CNR) loss problem, and the extra CNR caused by the
CS algorithm is inversely proportional to the compressed ratio. The dissertation is useful in
the sense that it implies how to select a better anti-noise performance measurement matrix
and how to choose the best performance of a signal reconstruction algorithm based on
different compression ratios, increasing the coherent integration and the number of noncoherent integration.
To solve the problem mentioned previously, a novel GNSS signal acquisition scheme based
on compressed sensing is proposed in this dissertation. The main focus is on ℓ1 minimization
decoding models because ℓ1 minimization has the following two advantages: (a) the
flexibility to incorporate prior information into decoding models; and (b) uniform
recoverability [45]. A critical aspect regarding uniform recoverability is that recoverability is
essentially invariant concerning different types of random matrices. This means that the
random matrix does not have to be a random Gaussian or a random Bernoulli matrix with
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rather restrictive conditions, such as zero mean, and which are computationally expensive
[43].
In real applications, either measurement are noisy, signal sparsity is inexact, or both. Here
inexact sparsity refers to the situation where a signal contains a small number of significant
components in magnitude, while the magnitudes of the rest are small but not necessarily zero.
Such approximately sparse signals are compressible, too [45]. CS is an emerging
methodology with a solid theoretical foundation that is still evolving. Most previous analyses
in CS theory relied on the restrictive isometric property (RIP) of the measurement matrix A.
These analyses can be called matrix-based. The non-RIP analysis, on the other hand, is
subspace-based and utilizes the classic KGG (Kashin, Garnaev, and Gluskin) inequality to
supply the order of recoverable sparsity [45].
Chang proposed a CS method to enhance GNSS signal acquisition performance with
interference present. The interference is mitigated through the orthogonal feature between
interference and the desired signal using the subspace projecting method. Meanwhile, the
RIP can be preserved by projecting the Toeplitz-structured sensing matrix to ensure that the
linear projection of the signal can retain its original structure and allow the recovery of the
correlation output (sparse signal) [37]. This method is aligned with the topic in compressive
sensing for this dissertation in the sense that it is subspace-based, but still uses the RIP
approach to sound theory.
The proposed CS model for the GNSS signal includes the three aspects shown in Figure 8.
The first part is the sparse representation of the signal, which consists of Toeplitz matrix
design and sparse decomposition via matrix multiplication. The second part of this model is
the compressed transmission; by linearly transforming the observation vector, the dimension
can be reduced, which is far less than the original signal dimension. The third part is the
reconstruction of the GNSS signal, since the observation vector can be calculated from the
left singular and right singular vectors; the essence of the reconstruction is completed by
using the convex relaxation method to match the original GNSS signal and, as part of this
dissertation, the GNSS-SVD-Convex algorithm is proposed to compress and reconstruct the
signal.
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Figure 8 Signal processing based on compressed sensing.
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4. ENERGY PACKING ALGORITHM FOR GNSS
ACQUISITION USING COMPRESSIVE SENSING BASED
ON SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION
4.1.

Introduction

Despite the advancements in the compression of real-world applications, the compression of
signals relies on having access to full dimensional measurements. The recent advent of
compressive sensing allows to collect few compressed or random measurements and then
infer what the sparse representation is in the transformed basis, instead of collecting high
dimensional data just to compressed and discard most of the information [46].

Radio frequency interference (RF) can significantly reduce the performance of a GNSS
receiver, and in certain cases, deny GNSS signal reception, this general interference consists
of the unwanted signal component in the receiver antenna. An approach to face RF is to
implement interference detection and mitigation techniques. Several techniques are used, like
Interference cancellation, where the unwanted signal is reconstructed and then subtracted
from the receiver samples with the use of an adaptive notch filter. Robust techniques have
been used in GNSS to compute the position, velocity, and timing (PVT), in such cases, the
least-squares or a variant is generally used. Robust techniques can also be used by
considering non-Gaussian models. Danial Borio et al. develop a technique that uses the
receiver front end, where the samples contaminated by jamming or interference are treated as
outliers after using sparse representation because the jamming signal is pulsed or admits
sparse representation in the frequency domain [47]. Based on previous research, I can assert
that the GNSS signals are compressible, and therefore I can transform those signals to the
SVD basis.
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4.2.

Theoretical of Compressed Sensing (CS)

The CS framework is based on a sparsity assumption. The transform sparsity can be
represented as the linear combination of a few vectors x = Ψs, where the transformation
matrix Ψ is a given proper basis with the size of ℝM×N , M represents the number of rows,
and N represents the number of columns. The coefficient vector s has only K ≤ M non-null
coefficients [48]. However, due to white Gaussian noise υ ϵ RNx1 present in real data, the
transform sparsity step translates the signal x into the sparse signal. The observed linear
measurements can be written as follows:

𝐲 = 𝚽𝐱 + 𝛖 = (𝚽𝚿)𝐬 + 𝛖 = 𝐀𝐬 + 𝛖

(18)

where y ϵ RNx1 is the measurement vector which represents each realization of x, A = ΦΨ is
an N × N matrix that links the sparse representation s to y, and υ is additive noise modeling
any random processes that occur in nature and non-idealities, and it is bounded by ‖υ‖2 ≤ ϵ,
where Φ ϵ ℝN×M is a random Gaussian matrix. The compressed measurements are realized
N

by a simple matrix multiplication and the ratio R = M is generally called the compression
ratio. Given that N < M, the reconstruction of the signal from y is an under-constrained
problem. Then, the sparse coefficient s is recovered by solving the ℓ1 minimization problem
for a given tolerance ϵ via convex optimization:

(𝓵𝟏𝐫 ): (𝐬̂ to 𝐦𝐢𝐧‖𝐬‖𝓵𝟏 subject to ‖𝚽𝚿𝐬 − 𝐲‖𝟐 ≤ 𝛜

(19)

where ‖∗‖ℓ1 and ‖∗‖ℓ2 represent the standard ℓ1 and ℓ2 norms, respectively, and ϵ considers
the effect of noise υ. The right compressive ratio can be found via the energy packing
property, as explained in Section 4.5 below.
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4.3.

The Design of SVD-C-GNSS

It can take just milliseconds to measure the range to a satellite. However, it is the delay in the
initial acquisition and the time required to decode ephemeris data that makes traditional GPS
receivers slow to produce the first fix. For example, to make a position determination, a
receiver must identify the code and then synchronize a local replica of it for at least three
satellites. Four are necessary to remove receiver timing biases and track these signals for
eighteen to thirty seconds [49, 4].
Given the lack of dissertation directed towards the use of GNSS signal synchronization using
fewer frequency samples, this dissertation expands the work described in Section 1 by
attempting to investigate alternative methods of signal compression other than the traditional
sparse Fourier transform. To this end, the following goals are pursued:

1. Improve acquisition performance of the GNSS signal by using a compressive sensing
algorithm based on ℓ1 minimization with non-restrictive isometric property RIP
analysis. This method allows finding the best anti-noise performance measurement
matrix, given that it is not restricted to random Gaussian or random Bernoulli
measurement matrices.
2. Develop a robust method for situations in which the receiver needs broader
bandwidth to handle all types of navigation positioning signals using the non-RIP
approach to compressive sensing, which means the use of prior information to
improve the acquisition stage.

The performance and advantages of these techniques are shown based on recorded
intermediate frequency (IF) real signals from GPS front-end data loggers as an input to
compressive sensing, where the incoming IF signal is sampled at an appropriate sampling
frequency [50]. The signal received by the antenna would go through amplification, mixing,
filtering, an analog-digital conversion in the RF front-end, and its output is the IF signal [51].
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The standard compressive theory contains three steps, including the transform sparsity of
signal, the sparse signal with linear measurement, and the signal reconstruction [44].
High sample rates lead to high power consumption, which creates a hardware power
consumption issue. A solution is presented here to lower the sample rates as much as possible
and sample smarter by using techniques like low-rank matrix recovery for signal processing.

4.4.

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)

Here I introduce a useful concept, singular value decomposition, which is a method of
decomposing a matrix, e.g., 𝐀 into three other matrices. The SVD represents an expansion of
the original data in a coordinate system where the covariance matrix is diagonal [52].

4.4.1. Theorem 1
Let 𝑨 be

a 𝑛×𝑑

matrix

with

right

singular

vectors 𝒗𝟏 , 𝒗𝟐 , … , 𝒗𝒌 ,

left

singular

vectors 𝒖𝟏 , 𝒖𝟐 , … , 𝒖𝒌 , and corresponding singular values 𝝈𝟏 , 𝝈𝟐 , … , 𝝈𝒌 . Then A can be
decomposed into a sum of rank-one matrices as
𝒌

𝑨 = ∑ 𝝈𝒊 𝒖𝒊 𝒗𝑻𝒊 ≈ 𝝈𝟏 𝒖𝟏 𝒗𝑻𝟏 + 𝝈𝟐 𝒖𝟐 𝒗𝑻𝟐 + … + 𝝈𝒌 𝒖𝒌 𝒗𝑻𝒌 = 𝑼𝜮𝑽𝑻

(20)

𝒊=𝟏

Suppose 𝐴 is an m × n matrix whose entries come from the field , which is the field of real or complex
numbers, then there exists a factorization called singular value decomposition of 𝐀 , where the
matrix A can be expressed as a sum of 𝒌 outer product of vectors 𝝈𝟏 𝒖𝟏 𝒗𝑻𝟏 + 𝝈𝟐 𝒖𝟐 𝒗𝑻𝟐 + ⋯ +
𝝈𝟏 𝒖𝟏 𝒗𝑻𝟏 , where 𝝈𝟏 ≥ 𝝈𝟐 ≥ 𝝈𝟑 … ≥ 𝝈𝒏 ≥ 0. 𝑼 is an 𝒎 × 𝒏 unitary matrix (if 𝑲 = 𝕽, unitary matrices are
orthogonal matrices), 𝑽 is an n×n unitary matrix over 𝑲, and 𝑽𝑻 is the conjugate transpose of 𝑽

𝜮 = 𝑼𝑻 𝑨𝑽 = 𝒅𝒊𝒂𝒈(𝝈𝟏 , 𝝈𝟐 , … , 𝝈𝒑 ) and the diagonal entries σi of 𝚺 are known as the singular
values of

𝐀, where:
𝚺 −𝟏 = 𝐕 𝐓 𝐀−𝟏 𝐔

(21)

𝐔 and 𝐕 are orthogonal such that: 𝑼𝑻 𝑼 = 𝑰𝒏𝒙𝒏 , and 𝑽𝑻 𝑽 = 𝑰𝒏𝒙𝒏 , where 𝑰 is the identity
matrix.
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Given the 𝒎 × 𝒏 matrix 𝑨 = 𝑼𝜮𝑽𝑻 from Equation (20) and a target rank k ≥ 𝟏, it produces
a rank-k approximation of 𝐀 as follows. See also Figure 9.

Figure 9. The singular value decomposition (SVD).

Each singular value in S has an associated left singular vector in U and a right singular vector
in V.
1. Compute 𝐀 = 𝐔𝚺𝐕 𝐓 .
2. Keep only the top k right singular vectors: set 𝐕 𝐓 equal to the k rows of 𝐕 𝐓 (a 𝐤 × 𝐍
matrix).
3. Keep only the top k left singular vectors: set Uk equal to the first k columns of U (an
𝐌 × 𝐤 matrix).
4. Keep only the top k singular values: set Σk equal to the first k rows and columns of Σ
(a 𝐤 × 𝐤 matrix), corresponding to the k largest singular values of A.
The computed low-rank approximation is then:
𝐀 𝐤 = 𝐔𝐤 𝚺 𝐤 𝐕𝐤 𝐓

(22)

Storing the matrices on the right-hand side takes 𝑶(𝒌(𝒏 + 𝒅)) space, in contrast to the
𝑶(𝒏𝒅) space required to store the original matrix A. This is an enormous gain when k is
relatively small, and n and d are relatively large [53].

In the matrix Ak , defined in Equation (22), all of the rows are linear combinations of the top
k right singular vectors of A (with coefficients given by the rows of 𝑈𝑘 𝛴𝑘 ), and all of the
columns are linear combinations of the top 𝑘 left singular vectors of A (with coefficients
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given by the columns of 𝛴𝑘 𝑉𝑘 𝑇 ). Thus, Ak has rank k, then it might be possible to accurately
recover a low-rank matrix from relatively few measurements.

4.5.

SVD Properties

4.5.1. Noise Filtering
By zeroing out small singular values (large 𝜮−𝟏
𝒊 ) I can low pass filter the input vector 𝒙,
which gives the opportunity to filter out noise in the measurement.

4.5.2. Sensing
SVD is constituted from two orthogonal dominant and subdominant subspaces. The only part
of x that matters is the component that lies in the N-dimensional subspace of RN spanned by
the first columns of V. Thus, the addition of any components that lie in the null-space of A
makes no difference.
In standard compression sensing, to recover the signal, a priori knowledge of the seed that
generates Φ is required, and the dictionary Ψ [54], which could be a circular matrix or
particular kind of Toeplitz matrix is, in this dissertation, the seed, and the dictionary comes as
a first approximation of the signal by using a non-symmetric Toeplitz matrix that replaces the
conventional random sensing matrix. I call it the Toeplitz matrix or dictionary.
The matrix Tz ∈ ℂmxn is called the Toeplitz matrix if each diagonal parallel to the principal
diagonal is constant. In mathematical terms:

∀ 𝒂𝒊,𝒋 ∈ 𝑻 → 𝒂𝒊,𝒋 = 𝒂𝒊+𝟏,𝒋+𝟏
𝒙𝟎
𝒙𝟏
𝑻𝒛 = 𝒙𝟐
𝒙𝟑
[𝒙𝒎

𝒙𝟏
𝒙𝟎
𝒙𝟏
𝒙𝟐
𝒙𝟑
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𝒙𝒏
𝒙𝟏
𝒙𝟎
𝒙𝟏
𝒙𝟐 ]

(23)

(24)

Once the Toeplitz dictionary is established, and the SVD computed, the signal can be
compressed by using the 𝑼 left singular vector (LSCs) of the GNSS signal, which are the
eigenvectors of 𝑿𝑿𝑻 . The compression is done by multiplying the transpose of 𝑼 to the
observed signal, 𝑼𝑻 𝒙, where T stands for transpose of the matrix.

4.5.3. GNSS SVD Compressed Sensing Scheme
The method proposed for the acquisition of GNSS signals is to use SVD for sensing the
signal and ℓ1 minimization for matrix recovery, which can be expressed in the following sum
of terms form, where a0 , a1 , a2 , … , am−1 are the coefficients of the basis vectors, and where
the signal can be defined on an orthonormal basis:

𝒇(𝒙) = 𝒂𝟎 + 𝒂𝟏 𝒙 + 𝒂𝟐 𝒙𝟐 + 𝒂𝟑 𝒙𝟑 + ⋯ + 𝒂𝒎−𝟏 𝒙𝒎−𝟏

(25)

Let x ϵ RM be a GNSS signal and let Ψ = {Ψ1 , Ψ2 , … , ΨM } be a basis vector spanning RMxN .
The discrete-time signal can be represented sparsely as:

𝑴

̂ = ∑ 𝜽𝒊 𝜳𝒊 = 𝜳𝜽
𝒙

(26)

𝒊=𝟏

where θ ϵ Rd is a coefficient vector of x̂ in the Ψ domain. If θ is sparse, then the solution to
an undetermined system of the form x = Ψθ, θ ℝNx1 where the unknowns d are greater than
the observations M that can be solved using ℓo minimization, but this problem is NP-hard
[55].
Defining the sensing matrix A = ΦΨ, A ∈ RMxN let p = min(M, N) , K ≤ r be the number of
non-zero singular values of A:
𝐀𝐱 = 𝐲

(27)

𝐓
𝐔𝚺 𝐕
⏟
𝐱=𝐲

(28)
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Multiplying both sides by U T , where the superscript “T” means the “transpose” of matrix U,
U T U = I:
T
T
IΣ V
⏟
x=U
y
⏟

(29)

Σx̂ = ŷ

(30)

T
where x̂ = V
⏟,
x and ŷ = U T y:

where A is the sum of k rank-one matrices, ŷ is the measurement vector and, for some
scalars, σ1 , σ2 , σ3 ,..., σk ≥ 0 and orthonormal vectors u1 , u1 , . . . , uk ∈ RM and v1 , v2 , ..., vk ∈
RN . The {σk } can be interpreted as the k largest singular values of A, and the {ui }, {vi } as
the corresponding singular vectors. The collection of all such matrices form a union of
subspaces in RM×N ; each set of vectors {ui }, {vi } define an R-dimensional subspace, and the
{σk } correspond to an expansion in that subspace.
Since x can be represented sparsely as θ in the Toeplitz dictionary, and x is known, the
desired sparse solution can be recovered by using Equation (31):

̂ to 𝐦𝐢𝐧‖𝛉‖𝓵 subject to (𝛉𝐢 − 𝐲𝐢 ) ≤ 𝛜, 𝐢 = 𝟏, 𝟐, … , 𝐩
(𝓵𝟏𝐤 ): 𝛉
𝟏
𝛔
𝐢

(31)

However, due to noise (white Gaussian) v ∈ RN present in real data, x may not be expressed
as a sparse superposition of s, and Equation (19) needs to be modified to:

𝐱̂ = 𝚿𝛉 + 𝐯

(32)

where v is bounded by ‖𝒗‖𝟐 . The sparse θ can still be recovered accurately by solving the
stable 𝓵𝟏 minimization problem via the second-order cone programming [56] using Equation
(19).

4.6.

Maximum Packing Energy

SVD has the property of maximum energy packing. This property is usually used in
compression [57], and it is a stable method to split the system into a set of linearly
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independent components, each of them bearing its own energy contribution. SVD offers a
low-rank approximation which could be an optimal sub-rank approximation by considering
the largest singular value that packs most of the energy contained in the signal and
representing the matrix A as truncated matrix k , which allows storing matrix A as an
approximation of matrix 𝐀 𝐤 .
One useful measurement for energy is the proper orthogonal modes (POD) which are the
optimal distributions of signal power; the calculation of the POD by using modal projection
is done with the following loop:

𝐅𝐨𝐫 𝐣 = 𝟏: 𝐤
𝐀 𝐤 = 𝐮(: , 𝟏: 𝐣) × 𝛔(𝟏: 𝐣, 𝟏: 𝐣) × 𝐯(: , 𝟏: 𝐣)𝐓

(33)

𝐄𝐧𝐝

The loop above processes the sum of the first to k modes, resulting in the modes of interest,
the energy in each mode, and the POD approximation is computed in the following manner:

𝐬𝐢𝐠 = 𝐝𝐢𝐚𝐠𝐨𝐧𝐚𝐥(𝛔)
𝐞𝐧𝐞𝐫𝐠𝐲(𝐫) =

𝐬𝐢𝐠(𝟏: 𝐤)
𝐬𝐮𝐦(𝐬𝐢𝐠)

(34)
(35)

Alternatively, by computing the log of the diagonal singular values 𝛔𝐢𝐢 . Regarding the
selection of PODs, a well-known solution based on a scree plot was developed by Cattell
[58]. as shown in Figure 10. The PODs can be graphically found by localizing the inflection
point on the semi-log scale where the PODs remain flat, and where the sloppy line and the
flatline intersect (“elbow”). After plotting the entire spectrum of singular values, it is
expected a clear dominance of the first modes, those are the columns of the matrix 𝑈 or
column space, and constitute the orthonormal expansion basis of interest, where 𝝈𝒊𝒊 are the
first 𝒌 singular values of interest.
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Figure 10 Scree plot.

4.7.

Algorithm

In terms of algorithms to solve convex problems, one approach has been used in this
dissertation and is explicitly speciﬁed where needed; as a general guideline, once a convex
formulation of a problem is found, testing it with the aid of modeling languages, such as
CVX [59], allow its solution by means of general solvers that handle linear or quadratic
programming [60].
Recent advances in algorithms for solving convex optimization problems, along with
significant advances in processor power, have dramatically reduced solution times. Perhaps
more exciting is the possibility that convex optimization can be embedded directly in signal
processing algorithms that run online, with strict real-time deadlines, even at rates of tens of
kilohertz [59]. The automatic code generator discovers the sparsity, and calculates how to
exploit it, at code-generation time.
CVX is a MATLAB-based modeling system for convex optimization. CVX turns MATLAB
into a modeling language, allowing constraints and objectives to be specified using standard
MATLAB expression syntax. For this dissertation, the use of CVX (a package for specifying
and solving convex programs [61, 62] in the MATLAB programing language was used to
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solve Equation (36) and to run Algorithm 1.MATLAB code for algorithm 1 is presented in
appendix 1.

𝒚

𝒎𝒊𝒏‖𝜽‖𝓵𝟏 S.T. ‖𝜽𝒊 − 𝝈𝒊 ‖
𝒊

𝓵𝟐

≤ 𝝐, 𝒊 = 𝟏, 𝟐, … , 𝒑

(36)

Algorithm 1. Compressive sensing GNSS-SVD-C.
Input:
Measurement vector 𝒙 is segmented into 𝒎 × 𝒏 vectors of length 𝒎, 𝒙𝒃𝟏 =
[𝒛𝟎 , 𝒛𝟏 , … , 𝒛𝒏 ], where 𝒏 is number of columns and 𝒛 represents column vectors 𝒛 × 𝟏 of
length 𝒎
Steps
𝐍

1. Compute the optimal compression ratio R =1- 𝐌, 𝐑 ∈ (𝟎, 𝟏)to establish input
𝐍 columns for the Toeplitz matrix after establishing the soft threshold from the
scree plot
2. Construct the Rectangular Toeplitz Matrix for each segment of the signal after
calculating the right mix of 𝑴 lenght and 𝑵 number of columns
𝐓𝐳 = {[𝐱 𝟎 , 𝐱 𝟏 , … , 𝐱 𝐌 ], [𝐱 𝟎 , 𝐱 𝟏 , … , 𝐱 𝐍 ]𝐓 }
3. Compute the SVD for the Toeplitz matrix output arguments:
4. 𝐔 − 𝐋𝐞𝐟𝐭 𝐒𝐢𝐧𝐠𝐮𝐥𝐚𝐫 𝐕𝐞𝐜𝐭𝐨𝐫𝐬(𝐌𝐚𝐭𝐫𝐢𝐱)
5. 𝐕 − 𝐑𝐢𝐠𝐡𝐭 𝐒𝐢𝐧𝐠𝐮𝐥𝐚𝐫 𝐕𝐞𝐜𝐭𝐨𝐫𝐬(Matrix)
6. 𝚺 − 𝐒𝐢𝐧𝐠𝐮𝐥𝐚𝐫 𝐕𝐚𝐥𝐮𝐞𝐬(𝐃𝐢𝐚𝐠𝐨𝐧𝐚𝐥 𝐌𝐚𝐭𝐫𝐢𝐱) Singular values are stored
7. Compress the signal using the first computed left singular vectors
𝒚 = 𝑼𝑻𝑴 𝒙𝒃𝟐 for all subsequent buckets of the same size 𝑴, e.g., x𝒃𝟐 =
[𝒙𝟎 , 𝒙𝟏 , … , 𝒙𝑲=𝑴 ]
8. Calculate the sparse vector signal using 𝓵𝟏 − 𝐦𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐦𝐢𝐳𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 by solving the
optimization problem of equation (36)
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Return: Once 𝛉 is computed, the original signal 𝐱 is decoded by computing 𝒙 = 𝜳𝑽𝜽 =
𝑼𝜮𝑽𝑻 𝑽𝜽 for each one of the buckets or windows compressed on step 7. By using the
proposed method, only a small set of measurements is required to recover the vector
𝐱 ℝ𝐌𝐱𝟏 . Observe that 𝑽𝑻 𝑽 = 𝑰 identity matrix

4.8.

Summary

This chapter presented the development of an algorithm to reduce the dimensionality of GNSS
signals after the signal is processed by the Front End of a GNSS receiver. The signal at that
point can be represented as a vector called intermediate Frequency ( IF), the signal can be
sample below the Nyquist rate and also filter the outliers out as part of its sparse
representation after using convex optimization via l1 minimization. The fact that the signal is
still preserving is information means the GNSS signal is compressible. Control over the
amount of information the algorithm is able to get is represented as packing energy using the
singular values.
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5. VALIDATION AND PERFORMANCE OF GNSS-SVD-C
5.1.

Introduction

The validation study for algorithm 1 is conducted using three sets of raw GPS data, which
are processed after running the algorithm on SoftGNSS [6], state of the art softwaredefined Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver whose performance is improved by a
dual-frequency approach, which, for this dissertation, is considered as the ground-truth.
When considering the presented results, it is important to notice the difference between
outputs from the GNSS SVD-C compressed sensing algorithm and the state-of-the-art
software, the aim is to have similar performance but with significantly fewer
observations. The algorithm’s purpose is to attain the best solution regarding data size,
which is a key parameter on standalone battery-operated applications.

5.2.

Performance Metrics

To evaluate the performance of the proposed compression scheme, several objective tests
were made. Factors such as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), computational complexity,
probability of detection, probability of false alarm, and graphical comparison of the
execution time of each operation were computed.

5.2.1. Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
The signal to noise ratio is defined as the ratio of signal power to noise power. A higher
SNR means the signal quality is better. It is measured in decibels (dB). The signal to noise
ratio is defined by:
𝑺𝑵𝑹 = 𝟏𝟎 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟏𝟎 [

𝟐
∑𝑵−𝟏
𝒏=𝟎 𝒙(𝒏)

𝟐]

∑𝑵−𝟏
𝒏=𝟎 [𝒙(𝒏) − 𝒚(𝒏)}

(37)

Where x(n) is the original signal, y(n) is the compressed and recovered signal, and n is
the length of the signal. The low SNR levels, especially below 20 dB, have a significant
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impact on the sparse approximation process, and the higher measurement noise contributes
to either low peak sharpness or inaccurate recovery [63]. For this dissertation, an SNR
above 20 dB after signal recovery is considered successful.

5.2.2. Computational Complexity
The initial step of forming the Toeplitz matrix requires a complexity of O(N2) operations,
and the economy SVD rank reduction step requires O(N2 k) operations. The multiplication
of the left singular vectors with the transmitted signal is of size (r − N) × N. The convex
relaxation requires a complexity of O(N3) operations. In the worst case, the complexity of
the whole algorithm is O(N3 ) and this is still within an acceptable range.

5.2.3. Acquisition Time
One of the performance metrics on this dissertation is to use a generalization of Holmes’
method [64], where the time from when the receiver is turned on to when the user solution
is obtained, or the first position fix (TTFF) metric, is subdivided into different
contributions, distinguishing among three scenarios: cold, warm, and hot start. TTFF
depends on the status of the receiver, the availability, and validity of the data required to
compute the navigation solution, the carrier to noise ratio C/N0 , the number of visible
satellites, the receiver method of processing on all the signals from the visible satellites
[65], and the influence of the ionosphere, tropospheric refraction, multipath, and many
other sources of error. This metric is a crucial factor in GNSS receiver design because it is
perceived as the primary performance characteristic in the mass market for receivers.

TTFFcold = Twarm−up +Tacq + Ttrack + TCED + TGST + TPVT

(38)

where Twarm−up is the receiver warm-up time; Tacq is the acquisition time; Ttrack is the
settling time for code and carrier tracking; TCED is the navigation data read time (clock
correction and ephemeris data); TGST is the GNSS system time; and TPVT is the time to
compute the navigation solution.
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By focusing on reducing the acquisition time Tacq , the total TTFF can be decreased by
using new algorithms and technology. The proposed algorithm has an impact on Tacq by
reducing the number of samples and dimensionality reduction.

5.2.4. Probability of Detection (Pd) and Probability of False Alarm (Pfa)

The analysis of the probabilities of detection and false alarm is closed to the analysis done
for the L1 C/A signal in [4].
The result of the circular correlation between the receiver and the local signal in Figure 7
can be modeled as:
𝑰𝒊 (𝝉𝒖 , 𝒇𝒅𝒖 ) = 𝑨𝒅𝒊 𝑹(𝝉 − 𝝉𝒖 )𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒄((𝒇𝒅 − 𝒇𝒅𝒖 )𝑻𝟏 ) 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝒆𝒊 ) + 𝒏𝑰𝒊

(39)

𝑸𝒊 (𝝉𝒖 , 𝒇𝒅𝒖 ) = 𝑨𝒅𝒊 𝑹(𝝉 − 𝝉𝒖 )𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒄((𝒇𝒅 − 𝒇𝒅𝒖 )𝑻𝟏 ) 𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝒆𝒊 ) + 𝒏𝑸𝒊

(40)

where τu and fd are the possible code delay and Doppler shift, in the same manner, τ and
fd are the true code delay and Doppler shift, and d is a data bit value. R(. ) is the
autocorrelation function of the C/A code, T is the millisecond correlation interval, θe is the
average phase error over the integration time, A is the amplitude, which is normalized to
derive the noise variance to 1. The terms nIi and nQi are the in phase and quadrature
components of the noise, and both have the distribution N (0,

σN
√2

), where σ2N is the total

noise power at the input to the correlation.
To determine the correct alignment, a threshold is chosen above the noise power that has a
low probability of being exceeded by the noise. That probability is called the probability of
false alarm (𝑝𝑓), and the computation of 𝑝𝑓 is straightforward by constructing a Gaussian
distribution centered at the mean value of the noise and computing the area under the tail
of the distribution.
Considering the results after non-coherent integration, a function of the form
𝒓 = √𝑰𝟐 + 𝑸𝟐

(41)
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If a signal is present, r has a Rayleigh distribution with mean and variance given by [66]:
𝝅
𝟐

(42)

𝟒−𝝅 𝟐
𝝈
𝟐

(43)

𝝁(𝑿) = 𝝈√

𝒗𝒂𝒓(𝑿) =

The approach to compute the probability of detection is also to construct a Gaussian
distribution centered around the n peak, and computing the area under the curve that is
above the false alarm threshold once the threshold is established for the pf. The standard
deviation at the peak is different than the standard deviation away from the peak by the
definition of SNR [4]as the power ratio of the peak magnitude to the noise standard
deviation, σN . For a given SNR, the variance at the peak comes from the Rice distribution
and is given by the following equation from [4, 66]:

𝝈𝟐𝑷 = 𝝂𝟐 + 𝟐𝝈𝟐𝑵𝟎 − 〈𝑽〉𝟐

(44)

where ν = S0, the mean amplitude of the coherent peak is the standard deviation of the
noise on I or Q σN0 ; 〈V〉 = mean ((S + μN ):
〈𝑽〉 = (𝝈𝑵𝟎 √𝝅⁄𝟐) 𝒆−

𝜸
⁄𝟐
[(𝟏 +

𝜸
𝜸
𝜸)𝑰𝟎 ( ⁄𝟐) + 𝜸𝑰𝟏 ( ⁄𝟐)]

(45)

where I0 and I1 are the nth-order modified Bessel function.
The variance away from the peak as Equation (44) is, σ2N = σ2N0

(4 − π)⁄
2, the ratio of the

variances at the peak and away from the peak is:
𝝈𝟐𝑷 𝝂𝟐 + 𝟐𝝈𝟐𝑵𝟎 − 〈𝑽〉𝟐
=
(𝟒 − 𝝅)⁄
𝝈𝟐𝑵
𝝈𝟐𝑵𝟎
𝟐
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(46)

𝒒=

𝟐
𝝈𝟐𝑷
𝟒
𝝅
𝜸
𝜸
=
(𝜸 + 𝟏 − 𝒆−𝜸 [(𝟏 + 𝜸)𝑰𝟎 ( ⁄𝟐) + 𝜸𝑰𝟏 ( ⁄𝟐)] )
𝟐
𝟒
𝝈𝑵 𝟒 − 𝝅

𝜸=

𝑺𝟎
⁄𝟐𝝈𝟐
𝑵𝟎

(47)

(48)

Where γ is the coherent SNR, and q is the ratio of the standard deviation at the correlation
peak to the standard deviation away from the peak. The correct alignment is then
determined by the delay in an output that exceeds the threshold when a signal is present,
and it is called the probability of detection.
In practice, to compute the probability of detection (𝑃𝑑), this dissertation assumes that
because the non-coherent integration comprises the sum of many samples, the resulting
probability distribution is close to Gaussian, derived from the central limit theorem [4] and
the bell-shaped curve centered at the expected value of the correlation peak after noncoherent integration, and the probability of detection can then be computed by calculating
the area under the curve and above the threshold and using Equation (47). MATLAB
Source code for Pd and Pfa is found in Appendix 1.

5.3.

Numerical Results

Several simulation experiments have been conducted using MATLAB R2016b The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States, under Windows 7, a regular PC
64-bit operating system, with an Intel® Core™i5-4200U CPU @ 2.30 GHz, to verify the
feasibility of the GNSS signal compression scheme described above. The simulations are
executed in three parts: the GPS C/A signal compression with the static receiver, the
BOC1 signal compression with the static receiver, and the GPS C/A signal compression
for receiving under avionic conditions. All experiments used real data recordings, and
cover both urban and suburban areas.
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5.3.1. Datasets
The datasets were created using two signal records from the book “A Software Defined
GPS and Galileo Receiver,” the files: GPSdata-DiscreteComponents-fs38_192-if9_55.bin
(collected at the University of Colorado, Boulder, CO, USA), GPS_and_GIOVE_A-NNfs16_3676-if4_1304.bin (collected in Turin, Italy), and a third dataset Feb6.u8.bin
(collected in Randsburg, CA, USA). Interestingly enough, the algorithm was validated
with real GNSS-recorded data under avionic conditions for the receiver. Dataset 3 contains
GNSS data from a high-power rocket flight that captured GPS RF data for post-processing.
A description of the data is presented now in Table 2, and the parameters necessary for
processing the datasets are as follows:
Table 2. Datasets.
Data
Set

Sample
File Name/Reference

Doppler

Intermediate

Signed

Frequency

Character

38.192

9.55 MHz

Bit8

±𝟏𝟎 kHz

16.3676

4.1304 MHz

Bit8

±𝟏𝟎 kHz

2.048

2210.53 Hz

uchar

±𝟏𝟎 kHz

Frequency
(MHz)

Frequency
Search

GPSdata1

DiscreteComponentsfs38_192-if9_55.bin/ [67]
GPS_and_GIOVE_A-

2

NN-fs16_3676if4_1304.bin/ [67]

3

Feb6.u8.bin/ [68]

The C/A code repeats every millisecond, but the data packets are modulated by the C/A
code every 50 bps, and there is a possibility of a bit transition every 20 ms; therefore, a 1
ms chunk of data is reliable for satellite acquisition and is widely adopted in practice [6].
To ensure a good probability of successful acquisition, 763,840 samples from Dataset 1
were divided into 5 segments of 152,768 samples. For illustration purposes, after
152768

acquisition using the algorithm with 1-(763840) or compressed measurements R = 0.80 ,the
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Toeplitz matrix has N = 2 columns for Dataset 1, results showed the signal is acquired by
the acquisition software, and results match the ones in the book “A Software-Defined GPS
and Galileo Receiver.” Regarding the validation of the algorithm, PRN 21 is present, since
the SoftGNSS Version 2 software detects this satellite, it validates the developed
algorithm. Additionally, the book indicates that the file already mentioned does not include
PRN 19, the results from SoftGNSS do not detect it either, but detects all the PRN as
stated in the book. Results from Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5 below show the output from
SoftGNSS for IF without the application of the compression GNSS-SVD-C algorithm.

Table 3. PRNs of Dataset 1.
Channel

PRN

Frequency

Doppler

Code Offset

21

9.54742 × 106

−583

2

22

9.54992 × 10

6

1921

6288

3

15

9.54992 × 106

1921

36,321

4

18

9.54843 × 106

428

20,724

26

9.54492 × 10

6

−3078

26,827

6

1

5

13,404

6

6

9.54443 × 10

−3569

28,202

7

9

9.55092 × 106

2923

4696

3

6

1921

34,212

8

9.54992 × 10

.
Table 4. PRNs of Dataset 2.
Channel

PRN

Frequency

Doppler

Code Offset

22

4.13468 × 106

4277

14,077

2

03

4.13440 × 10

6

4004

7363

3

19

4.13694 × 106

6541

6341

15

4.13209 × 10

6

1686

1492

4.13247 × 10

6

2069

1528

4.13125 × 10

6

851

2071

1

4
5
6

18
16
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Table 5. PRNs of Dataset 3.
Channel

PRN

Frequency

Doppler

Code Offset

1

10

2.39844 × 103

188

1523

2

22

3.90625 × 10

−2171

1680

31

−1.03906 × 10

−3250

512

4

14

2.31250 × 10

3

102

358

5

03

−2.76563 × 103

−4976

1729

6*

16

2.30398 × 105

228,188

1252

3

3

* Could not find valid preambles in channel 6.
For Dataset 3, the received GPS ‘L1’ signal from the radio frequency (RF) front end is
converted to an intermediate frequency (IF) of 4.1304 MHz and sampled at a frequency of
16.367 MHz for 1 ms of data, the number of samples can be found as 1/1000 of the
sampling frequency, i.e., 16.367 × 106 × 1/1000 = 16,367 samples. To ensure a good
probability of successful acquisition, I have conﬁned the value to 32,734 samples.
Figures 11 shows estimated output of power spectral density (PSD) plots. The PSD
algorithm is using the fast Fourier transform (FFT)) for the acquisition. Observe the
histogram in Figure 11 where the amplitude of the compressed signal fluctuates mostly
between the values of 6 and −6: the result is the same as Figure 12, where the same dataset
is used (without compression) and processed by the same software (SoftGNSS). The
results show that after the signal is compressed by the algorithm, the signal is detected
successfully after the changes imposed by the algorithm.

Figure 11 Compressed signal with R = 0.80, Dataset 1.
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Figure 12 Raw IF data plotted signal of Dataset 1 (not compressed).

Results for the compressed signal are depicted below in Figure 13, and the quality of the
acquisition is the same performance as the non-compressed signal for the same dataset.
Regarding Datasets 2 and 3, after data compression and recovery, the satellites are also
acquired by the state-of-the-art software, as shown in Figure 13, Figure 14, and Figure 15.

Figure 13 Acquired PRNs from Dataset 1, with R = 0.80.
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Figure 14 Acquired PRNs from Dataset 2. R = 0.83

Figure 15 Acquired PRNs from the RTLSDR receiver/Dataset 3. R = 0.30.

Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the correlation outputs for a signal that was acquired using a
standard method, which is a parallel code phase search, with a Doppler search step: 500 Hz
and 2 ms data length (corresponding to 1 PRN) sampled at Fs = 38.192 MHz. The
acquisition is successful when a satellite is visible, and one is provided with a coarse
estimation of the carrier frequency of the GPS raw signal, as well as its code phase. In
theory, only one dominant peak should be observed at the correct code phase-frequency
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bin combination. Peaks of smaller magnitude may coexist due to signal and noise
interference [63].
Traditional methods for acquisition performance assume the satellite is acquired if a
certain threshold is obtained. The computation of the metric is obtained by SoftGNSS by
dividing the maximum peak coefficient by the second-highest correlation peak in the same
frequency bin, and that threshold was set to 2.5. The correlation peak is shown in Figures
18 and 19, and by comparing both figures, the peak size can be observed as larger by two
orders of magnitude for the compressed sensing signal. Figure 18 and Figure 19 echo what
was described before in Section 4.5, the most dominant coefficients are the only useful
information, and it is representative of the signal’s time delay and Doppler shift. Observe
how, for the compressed signal, the correlation peak is of much greater magnitude, 1.41 ×
109 vs. 2.15 × 108 (for raw data from Dataset 1), and the frequency is centered on the
zero-frequency bin. Similar results were obtained for Dataset 2 in Figure 20 and Figure 21.

Figure 16. Recorded real signal from Dataset 1 (a) Code phase
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Figure 17 . Recorded real signal from Dataset 1 b) Code phase compressed R =
0.80

Figure 18 Recorded real signal from Dataset 1: (a) the correlation peak;
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Figure 19. Recorded real signal from Dataset 1 (b) the correlation peak of the
regular GPS signal compressed for the same Dataset 1.
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Figure 20 Recorded real signal Dataset 2: (a) the correlation peak;

Figure 21 Recorded real signal Dataset 2, the correlation peak of the GPS signal
when the signal is compressed with R = 0.83.
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The SoftGNSS code is flexible enough to work with a variety of file formats, including
MATLAB “uchar” 8 [69]unsigned integers. For Dataset 3, the signal is processed before
compressing in SoftGNSS, and the results can be seen in Figure 22, Figure 23, and Figure
24, where the output from the post-processing module of SoftGNSS is shown, as well as
the Keyhole Markup Language (KLM) file for Google Earth.

Figure 22. Frequency domain, histogram, real waveform, and raw I/Q of Dataset 3

Figure 23. Navigation solution of Dataset 3 (not compressed).
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Figure 24.KLM file for Google Earth, Dataset 3. Source: [68].

Figures 25, Figures 26, Figures 27, Figures 28, Figures 29, Figures 30, and Figure 31 show
the output from the SoftGNSS software for raw GNSS Dataset 3.

Figure 25. PRN 10, channel 01, Dataset 3.
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Figure 26. PRN 22, channel 02, Dataset 3.

Figure 27. PRN 31, channel 03, Dataset 3.
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Figure 28.PRN 14, channel 04, Dataset 3.

Figure 29. PRN 03, channel 05, Dataset 3.
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Figure 30.PRN 31, channel 03, Dataset 3.

Figure 31. PRN 16, channel 6, Dataset 3. Observe how the raw discriminator is
saturate. The software discarded the PRN after processing.
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5.4.

Summary

The diagonal values are said to make up the singular value spectrum, and the importance
of the singular values are given by their magnitude. To be more specific, the square root of
each singular [70]value is proportional to the variance explained by each singular vector
[71]. Assuming that small PODs are related to noise, I can use this assumption to reduce
noise [71].
Table 6 below compares the quality of the GNSS-SVD-C algorithm among several
compression levels, as there is a direct relation with the PODs. Results show that
increasing the compression increases the SNR, improving the quality of the signal, and the
optimal value has to be calculated. The best approach is to determine the N number of
columns from the scree plot (see Figure 10) and stop at that soft threshold, this can be code
in a location algorithm. As can be seen, N = 30 columns for the Toeplitz matrix gives an
SNR = 47.15 with an acquisition time of 3.05 s. The number of columns represents the
rank of the TZ matrix and the number of y = U T x compressed items for a given bucket on
the compression algorithm. By increasing the number of columns, the acquisition time
increases with no significant noise reduction but with an increase in computational time.
The increase of the peak size is relevant if the noise floor remains the same. From Table 6,
the noise floor or bed can be inferred, increasing with increasing peak values which
explains why the higher peaks reached by CS do not correspond with an increase in the
SNR, in that sense, the use of PODs are more relevant to obtain an optimal SNR. Another
method to know if the algorithm enhances the acquisition is to compare both methods
against the probability of detection.
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Table 6. Mean detection time and SNR, Dataset 1.
Columns

Peak Size

Noise Floor Power

Mean Detection Time

SNR

2

1.42 × 109

9.83 × 1014

3.52

36.39

5

4.20 × 10

8

1.61 × 10

14

3.14

37.34

6.29 × 10

8

3.13 × 10

14

3.15

45.81

20

4.99 × 10

8

1.90 × 10

14

3.11

32.6

30

5.66 × 108

2.63 × 1014

3.05

47.15

40

5.45 × 108

2.38 × 1014

3.11

34.77

50

4.54 × 10

8

1.73 × 10

14

3.10

39.82

8

1.88 × 10

14

10

80

4.53 × 10

2.95

38.54

150

4.84 × 108

2.03 × 1014

3.01

50.55

300

5.20 × 10

8

2.32 × 10

14

3.11

38.48

5.31 × 10

8

2.39 × 10

14

3.11

38.43

350

According to Figure 32, the detection probability of the GNSS-SVD-C algorithm is similar
to that of the FFT parallel code search algorithm with high SNR, which are both close to 1,
and the false alarm probability is 10−3. The detection probability of the FFT parallel code
search algorithm reduces rapidly along with the decreasing SNR, while that of the GNSSSVD-C algorithm with R=0.30 just reduces slowly. In addition, the detection probability of
the FFT parallel code search algorithm deteriorates with the low SNR, and that of the
GNSS-SVD-C also reduces rapidly, but lower than GNSS-SVD-C. Both algorithms
perform the same above 20 dB with R=0.30 for GNSS-SVD-C. FFT parallel code search
algorithm performs better than GNSS-SVD-C when R=0.90.
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Figure 32. Distribution of the detection probability for several SNRs, a) detection
probability Dataset 1

Figure 33. Distribution of the detection probability for several SNRs, b) detection
probability Dataset 2
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Similar results are achieved in Figure 33 for the GPS and Giove satellites, the detection
probability of the GNSS-SVD-C algorithm with R=0.30 is 100% on the 20 dB SNR, close
to the FFT parallel code search algorithm. FFT parallel code search algorithm performs
better than GNSS-SVD-C when R=0.90.
According to Figure 34 and Figure 35, the detection probability of the GNSS-SVD-C
algorithm increases when the SNR increases and produces the best results for compression
ratios from 0.10 to 0.30.

Figure 34. Distribution of the detection probability and compression ratio for several
SNRs a) detection probability Dataset 1
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Figure 35. Distribution of the detection probability and compression ratio for several
SNRs b) detection probability Dataset 2
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6. ROBUST ADAPTIVE KALMAN FILTERING BASED ON
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION (SVD)

6.1.

Introduction

By defining what robustness means in the context of this dissertation, I can focus on the
engineering applications of the proposed method. I refer to robustness to the “relative
insensitivity of the solution to errors of some sort” [1], also, when I refer to numerical
stability is to denote the robustness against roundoff errors [72]
When the Riccati equation does not remain symmetric and positive definite, the fidelity of
the solution can degrade to the point that corrupts the Kalman gain, and it can also corrupt
the estimate [1]. Verhaegen and Van Dooren have shown that the asymmetry of 𝑷 is one
of the factors contributing to the numerical instability of the Riccati equation. [73]
The problem was circumvented by Bierman [74] using U-D factorization, which was one
of several alternatives available to those in need of computationally efficient and stable
algorithms. This decomposition of the covariance matrix is of the form,
𝑷 = 𝑼𝑫𝑼𝑻

(49)

where D denotes the diagonal matrix and U is the upper triangular matrix with ones along
its main diagonal. One of the individual characteristics of UD factorization and the
Cholesky method is that there is no need to solve simultaneous Equations [75].
Additionally, UD factorization does not use a square root numerical operation [75] . but
more recently, square root filtering using standard matrix decomposition has found greater
acceptance [76]. This is a matrix
𝑺=𝑷

𝟏⁄
𝟐

such that 𝑷 = 𝑺𝑺𝑻

(50)

𝑺 is obtained in triangular from the well-known Cholesky decomposition [77, 78], one
limitation of the Cholesky decomposition is that it cannot be used if the covariance matrix
is singular [79]. Both the square root and the Bierman method can only be used if one has
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single-dimensional measurements with uncorrelated measurement noise. Generally, one
does not have this in practice [77, 78]. To overcome the limitation, another method can be
used, which is one of the topics of this dissertation, which facilitates the solution of this
type of problem, as the computation can be performed in parallel because it is formulated
in the form of matrix and matrix-vector operations, without the need of additional
transformations [80] where the solution also has to deal with ill-conditioned matrices.
Such a method is the singular value decomposition SVD.
The singular values (which are positive by definition) or principal standard deviation 𝜎𝑖 are
the square roots of the diagonal elements. For the linear problem, which is evaluated in this
dissertation, the first KF based on SVD was researched by Wang, Libert, and Manneback
[77, 78]. As part of this dissertation, the algorithm is further improved by making the filter
adaptable to changes in sensor quality.
The Riccati equation of the Kalman filter is an indispensable tool for the design of
navigation systems, especially those integrating sensors with very different error
characteristics such as GNSS and INS. The Riccati equation allows us to predict the
performance of a particular system design as a function of subsystem and component error
characteristics [72]. Designers can then search for the combination of components to
satisfy a specified set of performance characteristics at minimum system cost. The design
of the Kalman Filter aims to ensure that the covariance matrix of estimation uncertainty
(the dependent variable of the matrix Riccati equation) remains symmetric and positive
definite [1]. In this dissertation, I design an adaptive Kalman filter implementation based
on SVD, provide its derivation, and discuss stability issues numerically. The filter is
derived by substituting the SVD of the covariance matrix into the conventional discrete
Kalman filter equations, after its initial propagation and adaptive estimation of the
covariance measurement matrix 𝑅𝑘 .
One application of SVD in navigation is the calculation of position errors by applying
SVD to decompose the geometry matrix G, where error analysis with SVD is used for
constructing the pseudo inverse of G, making the solution numerically stable. While the
LLS is somewhat susceptible to roundoff errors, where sometimes the normal equation is
close to singular, the SVD fixes the roundoff problem and produces a solution that is the
best approximation in the least-squares sense [81].
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Different applications in the area of ionospheric tomography, as the problem to be solved,
encounter the same ill-conditioned issue for the design matrix, which is composed of
contributions of unknown parameters containing the ionospheric electron density (IED) in
the total electron content (STEC) measurements, which is often not square, ill-posed, and
ill-conditioned. Many methods have been employed to circumvent the problem of illposedness in the GNSS tomographic equation [82]. Those algorithms are iterative and
include the Kalman filter, singular value decomposition, and algebraic reconstruction [76,
77].
In the field of industrial electronic applications where numerical stability is necessary, an
example is sensorless motor control, where the advantages of estimating the speed/position
of the rotor include reduced hardware complexity, lower cost, reduced machine drive size,
the elimination of the sensor cable, noise immunity, and increased reliability [83] ; for
example, a motor without a position sensor is suitable for harsh environments (such as
submerged pumps). Other applications include diagnostics, the fault-tolerant control of AC
drives, distributed generation and storage systems, robotics, vision and sensor fusion
technologies, signal processing and instrumentation applications, and the real-time
implementation of the Kalman filter for industrial control systems [83]. I briefly discuss
the numerical stability of the Kalman filter related to industrial control systems, sensor
fusion for cardiorespiratory signal extraction, but focus the numerical examples on
aerospace applications like GNSS navigation.
The safe and efficient operation of control systems requires computer-based failure
detection algorithms [83], where diagnosing may be used to provide fault-tolerance
control. Several failures can occur in electrical systems, where redundant design is one of
the solutions to assure the continuity of operations and, therefore, their reliability. The use
of Kalman filters in fault-tolerant controls are, for example, aircraft control, home, and
civil appliances (gas turbines, cooling systems, and heat pumps), electric vehicles.
A challenge in real-time implementation of the Kalman filter is its high computational
complexity, where one of the main difficulties is the numerical stability when computing
the covariance matrices, additional to that, its computational load and its execution time.
There are two solutions to circumvent those issues, one solution is via modification of the
algorithm, which is the scope of this dissertation. The other one is the use of an efficient
digital architecture to implement the estimator [83], and parallel computing can be used.
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The observability problem physically means that one or more state variables (or linear
combinations) are hidden from the view of the observer (i.e., the measurements) [75]. This
is a challenge in the sensorless control of AC drives, which can be accentuated when the
stator frequency is close to zero, and the rotor voltage carries small values. In addition,
under continuous excitation conditions, when the stator frequency is close to zero and
when the inductor rotor voltage carries small values, an estimation of the speed of an
induction motor (IM) is not likely to be obtainable. In practice, compared with extended
Luenberger observers and slipping modes, the Kalman filter appears to function well in
these conditions with no divergence [83]. With the tradeoff, the complexity of the Kalman
filter is higher.
Other important applications of the KF are in the signal extraction and fusion of sensors,
self-driving cars, GNSS/INS integration, and biomedical sensors; for example, when
extracting cardiorespiratory signals from noninvasive and noncontacting sensor
arrangements, such as magnetic induction sensors. In those applications, the signals are
separated for monitoring purposes; by using the KF, it is possible to measure the heart and
breathing rates in real time [84], improving the estimation of results, whereas other
filtering techniques fail to extract relevant information due to the mixing of respiratory and
cardiac signals and disturbance by measurement noise [84].
An important

objective of this dissertation was to promote the use of continuous

adaptation changes in the measurement error covariance matrix 𝑅𝑘 . The Kalman gain 𝐾𝑘
weights the innovation for the measurement error covariance matrix 𝑅𝑘 ( the estimation
−
error covariance matrix 𝑃𝑘+1
is influenced by 𝑄𝑘 ). Where higher values of 𝑅𝑘 make the

Kalman filter measurement update step differ little from the predicted value when the
Kalman gain 𝐾𝑘 becomes very small [85]. On the contrary, high values of 𝑄𝑘 engender
more trust in the estimation of the state; Zhang et al. [86] showed that inappropriate tuning
parameters might lead to low convergence by introducing adaptive technology consisting
of adjustments to the noise covariance matrices to improve the estimation accuracy.
Muñoz-Bañon et al. [87] showed that the Kalman filter could be used to integrate highlevel localization subsystems, where the covariance information plays an essential role as
new observations become available. This approach was used in this dissertation.
The proper selection of 𝑅𝑘 and 𝑄𝑘 is vital for optimal filter performance, as the system
model should describe as closely as possible the time evolution of the measured data, and
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the choices should reﬂect the system model error and measurement noise [85]. This
dissertation only explored changes in the measurement error covariance matrix 𝑅𝑘 . Zhan et
al. [88] showed that when the system being considered has a stronger nonlinear action, the
accuracy of the mode estimation is poor. In order to address the shortcomings of the KFbased algorithm (K-SVD) and enhance the estimation precision, the adaptive filtering
algorithm (K-SVD adaptive) was investigated, consisting of the adaptive estimation of Rk,
which is a function of the standard deviation.

6.2.

Conventional Kalman Filter

The filter estimates, at each time, the priori state of the system, based on the posteriori
estimate for the previous moment and its dynamic equation. With this priori estimate of the
state, it is obtained the corresponding measure predicted(𝐻𝑘 𝑥 − ) that corresponds to that
state. Then, it compares with the actual measurement (𝑧), made at the same moment, and
then, it corrects priori estimation as a function of its discrepancy and its weight between
the trust in the priori estimates and the measurements represented by the gain "𝐾" of the
filter. The process performed by the filter can be separated into two phases: Prediction,
Correction” [89].
Consider a discrete time-model for a linear stochastic system,
𝒙𝒌+𝟏 = 𝚽𝒌+𝟏,𝒌 𝑿𝒌 + 𝑮𝒌 𝒘𝒌

(51)

𝒁𝒌 = 𝑯𝒌 𝒙𝒌 + 𝒗𝒌

(52)

where 𝑥𝑘 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑥1 is the state vector, 𝑍𝑘 ∈ ℝ𝑚𝑥1 is the measurement vector, 𝑤𝑘 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑥1 is
the disturbance input vector, 𝑣𝑘 ∈ ℝ𝑚𝑥1 is the measurement noise vector, Φ𝑘+1,𝑘 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑥𝑛
, 𝐺𝑘 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑥𝑛 , 𝐻𝑘 ∈ ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛 are the system matrices. The covariance of 𝑤𝑘 is 𝑄𝑘 known as
the process covariance matrix and that of 𝑉𝑘 is 𝑅𝑘 , known as the measurement covariance
matrix are assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian white with symmetric positive definite
covariance matrices 𝑄𝑘 and 𝑅𝑘 respectively, then 𝑤 ~ 𝑁(0, 𝑄), 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣 ~𝑁(0, 𝑅) at time
𝑡𝑘 Superscript (−) indicates the a priori values of the variables, superscript (+) denotes
values after the measurement update. The Kalman filter is described by following the
recursive equations under assumptions that the system matrices are known:
Time extrapolation:
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̂−
̂+
𝒙
𝒌+𝟏 = 𝚽𝒌−𝟏,𝒌 𝒙
𝒌−𝟏

(53)

+
𝑻
𝑻
𝑷−
𝒌+𝟏 = 𝚽𝒌−𝟏 𝑷𝒌−𝟏 𝚽𝒌−𝟏,𝒌 + 𝜳𝒌−𝟏 𝑸𝒌−𝟏 𝜳𝒌−𝟏

(54)

Measurement update:
̂+
̂−
̂−
𝒙
𝒌 + 𝑲𝒌 (𝒛𝒌 − 𝑯𝒌 𝒙
𝒌)
𝒌 =𝒙

(55)

𝑻
− 𝑻
−𝟏
𝑲𝒌 = 𝑷−
𝒌 𝑯𝒌 (𝑯𝒌 𝑷𝒌 𝑯𝒌 + 𝑹𝒌 )

(56)

−
𝑷+
𝒌 = (𝑰 − 𝑲𝒌 𝑯)𝑷𝒌

(57)

where Pk is the covariance of estimation uncertainty, and 𝐾𝑘 is the Kalman gain matrix,
and 𝑧𝑘 − 𝐻𝑘 𝑥̂𝑘− are the innovations of the discrete Kalman Filter.

6.3.

Singular Value Decomposition

Here I recall again, the singular value decomposition, which is a method of decomposing a
matrix, A into the product of three other matrices 𝑨 = 𝑼𝑺𝑽𝑻 .
Remark 1. Let A be an n × d matrix with right singular vectors 𝒗𝟏 , 𝒗𝟐 , …, 𝒗𝒌 , left
singular vectors 𝒖𝟏 , 𝒖𝟐 , …, 𝒖𝒌 , and corresponding singular values 𝛔𝟏 , 𝛔𝟐 , . . . , 𝛔𝐤 . Then A
can be decomposed into a sum of rank-one matrices as follows,
𝒌

𝑨 = ∑ 𝝈𝒊 𝒖𝒊 𝒗𝑻𝒊 ≈ 𝝈𝟏 𝒖𝟏 𝒗𝑻𝟏 + 𝝈𝟐 𝒖𝟐 𝒗𝑻𝟐 + … + 𝝈𝒌 𝒖𝒌 𝒗𝑻𝒌 = 𝑼𝜮𝑽𝑻

(58)

𝒊=𝟏

Here 𝑼 ∈ 𝑹𝒎𝒙𝒎 and 𝑽 ∈ 𝑹𝒏𝒙𝒏 , such that
𝑨 = 𝑼𝚺𝑽𝑻

(59)

where
𝑺
𝜮=(
𝟎

𝟎
)
𝟎

(60)

Here 𝛴 ∈ 𝑅 𝑚𝑥𝑛 and 𝑆 = diag(σ2 , . . . , σr) with
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𝝈𝟏 ≥ ⋯ ≥ 𝝈𝒓 ≥ 𝟎
𝝈𝒓+𝟏 = 𝟎 ⋯ 𝝈𝒏 = 𝟎
The numbers 𝜎1 … 𝜎𝑟 together with 𝜎𝑟+1 = 0, … . . 𝜎𝑛 = 0 are called the singular values of
A, and they are the positive square roots of the eigenvalues of 𝐴𝑇 𝐴.
The columns of U of A are the orthonormal eigenvectors of 𝑨𝑨𝑻 , while the columns of 𝑉
of A are the orthonormal eigenvectors of 𝑨𝑻 𝑨. It is known that the singular values and
singular vectors of a matrix are relatively insensitive to perturbations in the entries of the
matrix, and to finite precision errors [90, 91]
Given a non-square matrix 𝑨 = 𝑼 𝜮𝑽𝑻 , two matrices and their factorization are of
special interest:
𝑨𝑻 𝑨 = 𝑽𝜮𝟐 𝑽𝑻

(61)

𝑨𝑨𝑻 = 𝑼 𝜮𝟐 𝑼𝑻

(62)

The algorithm is developed by comparing both sides of the obtained matrix equations.

6.4.

Singular Value Decomposition of Kalman Filter

In practical terms, if A𝑇 A is positive definite, then Equation (61) can be compacted to:
𝐒
𝐀 = 𝐔 ( ) 𝐕𝐓,
𝟎

(63)

where 𝐒 is an 𝐧 × 𝐧 diagonal matrix. Specifically, if 𝐀 is itself positive definite, then it has
an asymmetric singular decomposition (which is also an Eigen decomposition):
𝐀 = 𝐔𝚺𝐔𝐓 = 𝐔𝐃𝟐 𝐔𝐓 ,

(64)

where the principal standard deviations σi are the square roots of the diagonal elements of
A. Assuming that the covariance of the Kalman filter has been propagated and updated for
everything from the filter algorithm, the singular value decomposition of the equation of 𝐏
is:
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+𝐓
𝐏𝐤+ = 𝐔𝐤+ 𝐃+𝟐
𝐤 𝐔𝐤 ,

(65)

Equation (54) can then be written as:
−
+𝐓 𝐓
𝐓
𝐏𝐤+𝟏
= 𝚽𝐤+𝟏 𝐔𝐤+ 𝐃+𝟐
𝐤 𝐔𝐤 𝚽𝐤+𝟏,𝐤 + 𝚿𝐤 𝐐𝐤 𝚿𝐤 .

(66)

The idea is to find the factors 𝐔𝐤+𝟏 and 𝐃𝐤+𝟏 from Equation (66), such that:
𝐓
𝐏𝐤+𝟏 = 𝐔𝐤+𝟏 𝐃𝟐𝐤+𝟏 𝐔𝐤+𝟏
.

(67)

defining the following (𝑠 + 𝑛) × 𝑛 matrix:
𝐓
𝐃+𝟐 𝐔+𝐓 𝚽𝐤+𝟏,𝐤
(
).
𝟏 𝐓
𝟐 ) 𝚿𝐓
(𝐐
𝟏
⏟

(68)

𝐏𝐫𝐞−𝐚𝐫𝐫𝐚𝐲

Then, I compute its singular value decomposition:
𝐓
𝐃+𝟐 𝐔+𝐓 𝚽𝐤+𝟏,𝐤
𝐃′
(
)=
𝐔𝐤′ ( 𝐤 ) 𝐕𝐤′ .
𝟏 𝐓
𝐓
⏟ 𝟎
𝟐
⏟ (𝐐𝟏 ) 𝚿
𝐏𝐨𝐬𝐭−𝐚𝐫𝐫𝐚𝐲 𝐒𝐕𝐃 𝐟𝐚𝐜𝐭𝐨𝐬

(69)

𝐏𝐫𝐞−𝐚𝐫𝐫𝐚𝐲

Multiplying each term on the left by its transpose, I get:
𝐓
+ +𝐓
𝚽𝐤+𝟏,𝐤 𝐔𝐤+ 𝐃+𝐓
𝐤 𝐃𝐤 𝐔𝐤 𝚽𝐤+𝟏,𝐤 + 𝛙𝐤 (𝐐𝐤 )

𝟏⁄
𝟏⁄
𝟐 (𝐐 𝟐 )𝐓 𝛙𝐓
𝐤
𝐤

𝐓
= 𝐕𝐤′ [𝐃′𝐓
𝐤 | 𝟎]𝐔 𝐔 [

𝐃′𝐤 ′𝐓
]𝐕 .
𝟎 𝐤

(70)

I obtain:
𝐓
𝐓
′ ′𝟐 ′𝐓
𝚽𝐤+𝟏,𝐤 𝐔𝐤+ 𝐃+𝟐
𝐤 𝚽𝐤+𝟏,𝐤 + 𝛙𝐤 𝐐𝐤 𝛙𝐤 = 𝐕𝐤 𝐃𝐤 𝐕𝐤 .

(71)

Comparing the result of Equation (71) with Equations (66) and (67), it is easy to associate
Vk′ and D′k with Uk+1 and Dk+1. In the orthodox Kalman measurement update, substituting
Equation (56) into (57) yields:
𝐏𝐤+ = 𝐏𝐤− − 𝐏𝐤− 𝐇𝐤𝐓 (𝐇𝐤 𝐏𝐤− 𝐇𝐤𝐓 + 𝐑 𝐤 )−𝟏 𝐇𝐤 𝐏𝐤− .

(72)

Lemma 1. Using the matrix inversion lemma in the case where the inverse of a positive
definite matrix A adds a rank-one matrix bbT yields:
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(𝑨 + 𝒃𝒃𝑻 )−𝟏 = 𝑨−𝟏 − 𝑨−𝟏 𝒃(𝟏 + 𝒃𝑻 𝑨−𝟏 )−𝟏 𝒃𝒕 𝑨−𝟏 ,

(73)

Where the superscript T denotes the complex conjugate transpose (or Hermitian)
operation. It is well known in the literature that this formula is handy to develop a
recursive least-squares algorithm for the recursive identification or design of an adaptive
filter [92].
The lemma on Equations (72) and (73) yields:
𝑻 −𝟏
−𝟏
(𝑷+
= 𝑷−𝟏
𝒌 + 𝑯𝒌 𝑹 𝒌 𝑯𝒌 .
𝒌)

(74)

Implementing the singular value decomposition of a symmetric positive definite matrix
+
into Pk+1
and Pk yields:
+𝟐 +𝑻
(𝑼+
𝒌 𝑫𝒌 𝑼𝒌 )
+𝟐 +𝑻
(𝑼+
𝒌 𝑫𝒌 𝑼𝒌 )

−𝟏

−𝟏

= (𝑼𝒌 𝑫𝟐𝒌 𝑼𝑻𝒌 )

−𝟏

+ 𝑯𝑻𝒌 𝑹−𝟏
𝒌 𝑯𝒌 ,

−𝟏

𝑻 𝑻 −𝟏
−𝟏
= (𝑼𝑻𝒌 ) (𝑫+𝟐
𝒌 + 𝑼𝒌 𝑯𝒌 𝑹𝒌 𝑯𝒌 𝑼𝒌 )𝑼𝒌 .

(75)
(76)

To make the system adaptable to changes in sensor quality, the measurement noise is also
estimated, which leads to a time-variant matrix. When the signal comes from different
sensors, at each discrete time step k, the noise covariance matrix is updated by appraising
the standard deviation (std) of an arithmetically differentiated (diff) small-signal segment
[84]:
𝟏
𝑹𝒌 = ( ⋮
𝟎

… 𝟎
⋱ 𝟎) ∗ 𝝈𝟐𝒏𝒐𝒊𝒔𝒆,,𝒌 ,
𝟎 𝟏

𝝈𝒊𝒏𝒐𝒊𝒔𝒆,𝒌 =

𝒔𝒕𝒅(𝒅𝒊𝒇𝒇(𝑺𝒊 ))
√𝟐

.

(77)

(78)

The adaptive computation of the KF and SVD-based (K-SVD) algorithm can be added
independent of the SVD portion, as for some applications, the measurement covariance
matrix is known and can be pre-computed at the algorithm initiation.
After computing Equations (77) and (78), let
𝑻
𝑹−𝟏
𝒌 = 𝑳𝒌 𝑳𝒌

(79)

be the Cholesky decomposition of the inverse of the covariance matrix. If covariance
matrix R is known, but not the inverse, then the reverse Cholesky decomposition
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1⁄ 1⁄ T
2R 2

R

1⁄ T −1

(R k 2 )

1⁄
2

= R 0, , R

[77] upper triangular can be identified. It then follows that Lk =

is the necessary Cholesky decomposition [93]in Equation (79).

Now, consider the (𝑚 + 𝑛) × 𝑛 matrix:
𝑳 𝑻 𝑯𝒌 𝑼 𝒌
[ 𝒌 −𝟏
],
𝑫𝒌

(80)

and compute its singular value decomposition:
𝑳𝑻𝒌 𝑯𝒌 𝑼𝒌
(
−𝟏 ) =
⏟ 𝑫𝒌
𝑷𝒓𝒆=𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒂𝒚

𝑫∗
𝑼∗𝒌 ( 𝒌 ) 𝑽∗𝑻
𝒌
⏟ 𝟎

.

(81)

𝑷𝒐𝒔𝒕−𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒂𝒚 𝑺𝑽𝑫 𝒇𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒐𝒓𝒔

Multiplying each term on the left by its transpose produces:
𝑻 𝑻
𝑻
∗ ∗𝟐 ∗𝑻
𝑫−𝟐
𝒌 + 𝑼𝒌 𝑯𝒌 𝑳𝒌 𝑳𝒌 𝑯𝒌 𝑼𝒌 = 𝑽𝒌 𝑫𝒌 𝑽𝒌 .

(82)

Then, Equation (76) can be written as follows:
−𝟏

−𝟏

+ −𝟏
∗𝑻 −𝟏
−𝟐
(𝑼𝑻𝒌 ) (𝑫+
= (𝑼𝑻𝒌 ) 𝑽∗𝒌 𝑫∗𝟐
𝒌 𝑽𝒌 𝑼 𝒌 ,
𝒌 ) (𝑼𝒌 )
−𝟏

+ −𝟏
∗ −𝟏
−𝟐
(𝑼𝑻𝒌 ) (𝑫+
= [(𝑼𝒌 𝑽∗𝒌 )𝑻 ]−𝟏 𝑫∗𝟐
𝒌 [𝑼𝒌 𝑽𝒌 ] .
𝒌 ) (𝑼𝒌 )

(83)
(84)

Comparing both sides of Equation (84):
∗
𝑼+
𝒌 = 𝑼 𝒌 𝑽𝒌 ,

(85)

∗ −𝟏
𝑫+
𝒌 = (𝑫𝒌 ) .

(86)

The update measurement formulation is obtained, which requires calculating the singular
value decomposition of the nonsymmetrical matrix without specifically defining its left
orthogonal component that has a larger dimension. The Kalman gain term can be derived
as:
−𝟏

𝑲𝒌 = 𝑷𝒌 𝑯𝑻𝒌 (𝑯𝒌 𝑷𝒌 𝑯𝑻𝒌 + 𝑹𝒌 ) .

(87)

Inserting Pk+ (Pk+ )−1 and (R k )−1 R k does not alter the gain. Thus, the Kalman filter gain can
be written as:
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−𝟏

+ −𝟏
𝑻 −𝟏
𝑻
𝑲𝒌 = 𝑷+
𝒌 (𝑷𝒌 ) 𝑷𝒌 𝑯𝒌 𝑹𝒌 𝑹𝒌 (𝑯𝒌 𝑷𝒌 𝑯𝒌 + 𝑹𝒌 ) ,
−𝟏

+ −𝟏
𝑻 −𝟏
𝑻 −𝟏
𝑲𝒌 = 𝑷+
𝒌 (𝑷𝒌 ) 𝑷𝒌 𝑯𝒌 𝑹𝒌 (𝑯𝒌 𝑷𝒌 𝑯𝒌 𝑹𝒌 + 𝑰) ,

(88)
(89)

Where I denotes the identity matrix. Next, from Equation (74), for (Pk+ )−1 to get:
𝑻 −𝟏
𝑲𝒌 = 𝑷+
𝒌 𝑯𝒌 𝑹 𝒌 ,

(90)

+𝟐 +𝑻 𝑻
𝑻
𝑲𝒌 = 𝑼+
𝒌 𝑫𝒌 𝑼𝒌 𝑯𝒌 𝑳𝒌 𝑳𝒌 .

(91)

The Kalman gain K k is fully defined, and the state vector measurement is given by:
̂+
̂
̂
𝑿
𝒌 = 𝑿𝒌 + 𝑲𝒌 (𝒁𝒌 − 𝑯𝒌 𝑿𝒌 ).

(92)

6.4.1. Algorithm

Algorithm 2. Singular value decomposition-based Kalman filtering:

Input:
Initialization (k = 0). Perform SVD on 𝐏𝟎 to determine the initial 𝐔𝟎 and 𝐃𝟎 . The initial
𝐏𝟎 ∈ ℝ𝐧𝐱𝐧 , where 𝐔𝟎 and 𝐃𝟎 are orthogonal and diagonal matrices, respectively. Matrix
𝐔𝟎 contains the singular values of 𝐏𝟎 .
Steps (k = 1 to n):
1. Update 𝐔𝐤+ and 𝐃+
𝐤 by constructing the (𝐦 + 𝐧) × 𝐧 matrix using a pre-array (80).
Use only the right SVD factor V.
2. Compute the Kalman gain 𝐊 𝐤 from Equation (91).
3. Update the estimate 𝐱̂ 𝐤+ from Equation (92). Notice that 𝐋𝐓𝐤 is triangular, and the
𝐓

computation of 𝐇𝐤𝐓 𝐋𝐤 = (𝐋𝐓𝐤 𝐇𝐤 ) can be obtained from step 2.
−
4. Compute the extrapolation 𝐱̂ 𝐤+𝟏
; from Equation (51), 𝐔𝐤+𝟏 and 𝐃𝐤+𝟏 can be obtained

by the SVD from the Equation (69) pre-array matrix without forming the left orthogonal
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factor (the one associated with Equation (61) of the SVD).
5. Compute the measured noise time-variant matrix using Equations (77) and (78).
Return: Compute 𝐋𝐤 using Equation (79) as 𝐋𝐤 =

𝟏⁄ 𝐓 −𝟏
(𝐑 𝐤 𝟐 ) .

The algorithm 2 requires the Cholesky decomposition of noise covariance matrices R; for
time-invariant matrices, the Cholesky decomposition is performed once during the initial
step—i.e., before the KF recursion. Note that the algorithm also requires the m × m matrix
1⁄
2

inversion for the terms R

1⁄ T
2

and R

in Equation (79). Again, if the process noise

covariance is constant over time, the matrix calculation is pre-computed while the filter is
initialized.

6.5.

Numerical Experiments: Applications in Navigation

6.5.1. Computing Roundoff

Computer roundoff for floating-point arithmetic is always demarcated by a single
parameter ϵroundoff , called the unit roundoff error, which is demarcated as
𝟏 + 𝝐𝒓𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒅𝒐𝒇𝒇≡ 1

in machine precision

In MATLAB, the parameter “eps’ satisfy the definition above [72].
Roundoff errors are a side effect of computer arithmetic using fixed or floating-point data
words with a fixed number of bits [72]. The next example demonstrates that round off can
still be a problem in KF implementations in MATLAB environments a how a problem that
is well conditioned can be made ill conditioned by the filter implementation [72] The
problem is taken from Grewal & Andrews, and it is significant as it shows the filter
observational behavior. The example does not make use of the adaptive computation from
equations (77) and (78).

Example 1. Let 𝐼𝑛 denote the 𝑛𝑥𝑛 identity matrix. Considering the filtering problem with
measurement sensitivity matrix
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1
𝐻=[
1

1
1
]
1 1+𝛿

And covariance matrices
P0 = I3 and R = δ2 I2 , to simulate roundoff, it is assumed that
δ2 < ϵroundoffbut δ > ϵroundoff.
In this case, although H has rank=2 in machine precision, the product Hk P0− HkT with
roundoff equal,
[

𝟑
𝟑+𝜹

𝟑+𝜹
]
𝟑 + 𝟐𝜹

Which is singular, the results remain unchanged when R is added to Hk P0− HkT.
All KF tests were carried out in the same precision (64-bit floating-point) in MATLAB
running on a standard personal computer with processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4200U
CPU @ 1.60Ghz 2.30 GHz 8.0GB RAM, where the unit roundoff error is
2−53 ~1.11. 10−16. The MATLAB function eps is twice the unit roundoff error [72, 94].
Hereafter, the set of numerical experiments are repeated for various values of the illconditioned parameter δ, such as delta tends to the machine precision limit δ → ϵroundoff.
This example does not prove the preeminence of the robustness of the solution of the UD,
SQRK, and K-SVD methods. Full implementation would require temporal updates,
however, observational updates have created difficulties with traditional implementation
[72].
Figure 36 illustrates how the conventional KF and a few other choice implementation
methods work on the varyingly ill-conditioned experiment as the conditioned parameter
δ → 0. For this particular example, the methods labeled Square Root based(SQRK BasedCarlson) and Cholesky Based(UD Based-Bierman) and the SVD method “K-SVD Based”
appear to degrade gracefully than the others. The SQRK, the UD decomposition, and KSVD solutions also retain nine digits (≈ 30 bits) of accuracy at δ ≈ √∈, when the other
methods do not bits of accuracy in the calculated solution [72]. The other methods worth
naming in this dissertation are the conventional KF, the Potter Square root filter, and
Joseph stabilization.
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Figure 36. Degradation of observational updates with problem conditioning at the Riccati
equation.

The problem analyzed corresponds to ill-conditioned of the intermediate result where
R∗ = HPH T + R for inversion in the Kalman gain formula in Equation (56). In this case,
although H has rank=2 in machine precision, the product HP0 H T + R is not invertible, and
the observational filter updates fail. The results, for Example 1, are provided graphically in
Figure 36, where it shows the K-SVD based method performs as well as the UD-based
and SQRK based Kalman filter methods.
Examples 2 and 3, as outlined, were ran one time—i.e., I performed a simulation. In each
run, the dynamic state real trajectory was, xktrue , k = 1, … , K, and the estimated dynamic
state path x̂k/k , k = 1, … , K. , the root mean square error (RMSE) of the state vector is
given as follows for each component [94],
𝑴

𝒌

𝟏
𝟐
̂𝒌/𝒌 )
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒙𝒊 = √
∑ ∑(𝒙𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒆
−𝒙
𝒌
𝑴𝑲

(93)

𝒊=𝟏 𝒋=𝟏

Examples 2 and 3 use a GPS configuration loaded as Yuma ephemeris data from a GPS
satellite from March 2014, downloaded from the US Coast Guard site YUMA Almanac/
[72].
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Example 2. The following example simulates navigation with a dual-frequency GPS
receiver on a 100 KM long figure 8 track for 1 hour with signal outages for 1 minute each.
The problem is taken from Grewal & Andrews, and it is significant as it shows the filter
observational behavior. [72]. State vector correspond to 9 host vehicle model dynamic
variables and 2 receiver clock error variables, the nine host vehicle dynamic model state
variables are: easting error [m], northing error [m], altitude error [m], east velocity error
[m/s], north velocity, error [m/s]. altitude rate error [m/s], east acceleration error [m],
north acceleration error [m], upward acceleration error [m]. The MATLAB m-file solves
the Riccati equation with a dynamic coefficient matrix structure [72], where the 9x9 matrix
corresponds to the host vehicle dynamics and the 2x2 to the clock error.

⌈𝟗𝒙𝟗⌉ ⋯
[ ⋮
⋱
𝟎
⋯

𝟎
⋮ ]
⌈𝟐𝒙𝟐⌉

(94)

Table 7 Summarizes the outcome for a simulation using real ephemeris GPS data and an
ill-conditioned of the intermediate result where R−1 = HPH T + R for inversion in the
Kalman gain formula in Eq. 8. The example does not make use of the adaptive
computation from equations (77) and (78).
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Table 7. Vector norm of absolute errors for each component of the dynamic state—i.e., ∥RMSExj∥2 (example 2). RMSE, root mean square error; KF,
Kalman filter; SVD, singular value decomposition; SQRK, square root; UD, unit triangular matrix diagonal; NaN, not a n
∥RMSExj∥2, i=1,…,19 while Growing Ill−Conditioned δ→ε Round−Off

Execution Time (ms)

Algorithm

10−1

10−2

10−3

10−4

10−5

10−6

10−7

10−8

10−9

10−10

10−11

10−12

10−13

10−14

10−15

10−16

Kalman filter (KF)

0.318

0.32

3.2

3.185

3.186

3.186

3.186

3.186

3.846

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

1.75

K-SVD

0.318

0.32

3.2

3.186

3.186

3.186

3.186

3.186

3.186

3.186

3.186

3.186

3.186

3.186

3.186

1.2095

1.87

SQR-KF

0.317

0.32

3.2

3.185

3.186

3.186

3.186

3.198

3.380

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

0.123

UD-KF

0.318

0.32

3.2

3.185

3.186

3.186

3.186

3.201

2.607

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

NaN

0.06
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The results in Table 7 show that the conventional KF is not suitable to gracefully handle
round-off errors, and other filter methods can be used to better handle the round-off issue.
A large δ corresponds to a well-conditioned state. Once degradation happens, some of the
filters decay faster than the K-SVD. The filter robustness can then be obtained by
comparing the outcomes shown in Table 7 against those with the worst performance. The
threshold where the filter can handle the error is reached when the algorithm produces
“NaN,” or not a number, and this happens when the conventional KF is at δ = 10−10. A
comparison of the K-SVD with SQR-KF and UD-KF shows that the K-SVD algorithm is
superior in handling round-off errors. UD-KF is slightly better than SQR-KF, and the
conventional KF performs as well as the other two. Regarding the execution time, K-SVD
and conventional KF are slower than SQRT and UD, and this is because SVD is
computationally more costly than Cholesky decomposition [94]. However, the SVD
method is suitable for parallel computing and has higher numerical stability.

Example 3. To compare and evaluate the performance of the new algorithm with
conventional KF implementations, I include example 3, which is taken from [72]. The
example is a comparison of GNSS navigation performance with four different vehicle
tracking models, using a racetrack simulator for a 1.5 km figure-8 track at 90,140,240 and
360 kph average speed and a nominal low-cost clock with the relative stability of 1e-9
part/part over 1 second. The number of states in the KF models varies as satellites come
into view and fall from view. The vehicle states (Position, velocity, and acceleration) are
as follows: Position north, position east, position up(vertical), velocity north, velocity east,
velocity vertical, acceleration north, acceleration east, acceleration vertical. Models 3 and
5 do not include the three acceleration states (North, east, vertical)
Table 8 lists the number of state variables and the minimum and maximum number of
visible satellites. Table 9 lists the parametric models used in this research to model a single
component of the motion of a host vehicle. The model parameters mentioned in Table
9 include the standard deviation σ and the correlation time constant τ of position, velocity,
acceleration, and jerk (a derivative of acceleration) [72]. The example does make use of
the adaptive computation from equations (77) and (78), and the resulting algorithm is
called K-SVD Adaptive.
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Table 8. State variables of the host vehicle dynamic models and the min/max number
of visible satellites
Name
MODL3
MODL5
MODL6

State Variables
6
6
9

Min Satellites
17
17
20

Max Satellites
19
19
22

Table 9. Host vehicle Dynamic Models for Example 3.
Model

Model Parameters (each Axis)

Independent

Dependent

N0.

F

parameters

parameters

Q
[

3

0 1
]
0 0

[

0
0
]
2
0 σacc Δt 2

σ2acc

σ2pos → ∞
σ2pos → ∞

0
0

5

1
−1
τvel

[

σ2vel

0
0 0
[0 0
0 0

0
0 ]
2
σjerk Δt 2

τacc ]

σ2acc
σ2acc

τvel
ρvel,acc
σ2jerk

τacc
τpos
τvel

σ2pos

−1
τpos
−1
τvel

6
[

−1
τacc ]

0 0
[0 0
0 0

0
0 ]
σ2jerk Δt 2

σ2pos
σ2acc
τacc
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ρpos,vel
ρpos,acc
ρvel,acc
σ2jerk

Regarding the host vehicle dynamic models in Table 9, the third model is a navigation
model that is often used to track the GNSS receiver phase and frequency error, and to track
the vehicle position and velocity. The fifth model is the restricted root mean square (RMS)
speed and acceleration, and is a further refinement of a vehicle with bounded velocity and
acceleration. These also perform better when the signals are lost because the model takes
the true vehicle limitations into consideration. Model 6 is the bounded RMS location, and
may be suitable for ships and land vehicles with restricted altitude excursions, including
vehicles operating within tightly confined areas [72]. Each model was tuned to the
simulated vehicle dynamics by putting its autonomous model parameters to fit the values
described in [72].
Results from the experiment in Example 3 are shown in Table 10 and Figure 37, Figure 38
Figure 39, Figures 40, Figure 41, Figure 42, Figures 43, Figures 44, Figures 45, Figure
46, Figures 47, and Figure 48. The experiment was designed to have a side-by-side
comparison between the conventional KF and the novel factored form of the KF, the KSVD
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Velocity

Filter

(KPH)

Algorithm

RMS N Pos. Err [m]

RMS E Pos. Err [m]

RMS D Err Pos. [m]

RMS N Vel. Err [m]

RMS E Vel. Err [m]

RMS D Vel. Err [m]

Model

Model

Model

Model

Model

Model

3

5

6

3

18.979
5
49.739
6

13.143
4
27.890
8

K-SVD
Adaptiv
e

10.277
8

12.207

K-SVD

34.381

KF

91.597
1

K-SVD
Adaptiv
e

13.081

K-SVD

72.415

KF
K-SVD
Adaptiv
e

K-SVD

90

K-SVD

KF
90

KF
K-SVD
Adaptive

K-SVD

140
KF
140
K-SVD
Adaptive

240

KF

K-SVD
Adaptive

K-SVD

360
360

KF

KF
K-SVD
Adaptive

1

K-SVD

K-SVD
Adaptiv
e

6

8.4985
8.8257
9.2506
8.6789
10.097
6

3

15.259
4
35.180
4

9.500
4
17.74
78

9.5038

5

6

8.742
2

4.955
5
5.283
1

9.334
7

8.879
1

5.366
9

24.165
8
49.687
8

11.12
4
27.85
49

7.997
7
11.27
52

5.757
6
5.805
9

9.1574

9.828
3

8.508
3

6.341
8

38.971
6
58.150
7

19.40
82
49.78
75

11.41
23
32.25
79

6.214
8
5.923
6

7.696

14.520
8

10.147
5
11.481
3

147.43
48

33.264
4
101.54
82

15.943
9

18.871
4

9.8239

10.724
5

11.95
33

8.997
9

5.626
9

95.575
6
163.51
72

50.641
4
135.80
09

19.839
8
69.251
1

43.996
3
59.026
7

26.42
62
57.08
35

18.26
16
44.02
71

7.076
4
6.069
9

16.887
1

24.095
9

9.9347

10.586
6

13.63
6

8.798
7

6.074
9

K-SVD

240

16.421
3
45.486
4

5

33.01

3

5

6

3

5

6

3

5

18.101
2
20.114
7

21.344
2
22.213
4

12.118
6
16.144
1

13.319
8
15.006
2

15.731
2
16.809
7

9.2136

12.846
6

15.740
6

0.3734
5

24.063
8

19.392
7
23.999
7

0.5831
4
0.5832
8

18.200
8

0.5795
7

42.427

1.0749

57.782
8

1.0717
0.9911
2

3.5034

3.1645

13.4455

3.5222

3.3424

18.2056

3.4983

3.253

10.8538

17.365
7

21.417
4

3.5104

3.5967

28.1594

24.968

23.545

3.5304

3.6835

36.5676

31.201
2

27.070
3

23.403
1
27.144
5

3.5069

3.6179

22.6147

22.186

22.664
4

18.013
3

17.227
4

3.5281

3.8291

66.7895

3.5418

3.8778

74.0361

50.912
1
68.854
3

37.655
9
57.532
9

47.474
5
47.022
8

39.911
7
49.072
7

3.5188

3.6314

49.4055

37.055
7

28.820
7

36.464
3

29.942
9

30.133
7

3.5338

4.0798

96.503

3.5439

3.9288

99.1573

79.656
2
101.07
78

65.881
1
105.97
26

64.383
3
62.647
6

59.854
5
66.881
8

72.572
1
81.105
6

3.525

4.0164

81.9968

61.570
4

47.459
4

58.057
5

49.358
7

58.129
5

19.233

Table 10. Vector norm of absolute errors at each component of dynamic state—i.e., ∥RMSExj∥2 (example 3).

2
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6

0.3772
0.3789
5

1.4835
1.4832
1.4863

Figure 37. Plan view of estimated locations and the true location at 90 KPH using a
conventional Kalman Filter Algorithm.

Figure 38. Plan view of estimated locations and the true location at 90 KPH using an
SVD- Kalman Filter Algorithm.
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Figure 39. Plan view of estimated locations and the true location at 90 KPH using an
SVD- Kalman Filter Algorithm Adaptive.

Figure 40. Plan view of estimated locations and the true location at 140 KPH using a
conventional Kalman Filter Algorithm.
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Figure 41. . Plan view of estimated locations and the true location at 140 KPH using an
SVD- Kalman Filter Algorithm

Figure 42. Plan view of estimated locations and the true location at 140 KPH using an
SVD- Kalman Filter Algorithm
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Figure 43. Plan view of estimated locations and the true location at 240 KPH using a
conventional Kalman Filter Algorithm.

Figure 44. Plan view of estimated locations and the true location at 240 KPH using an
SVD- Kalman Filter Algorithm
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Figure 45. Plan view of estimated locations and the true location at 240 KPH using an
SVD- Kalman Filter Algorithm.

Figure 46. Plan view of estimated locations and the true location at 360 KPH using a
conventional Kalman Filter Algorithm.
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Figure 47. Plan view of estimated locations and the true location at 360 KPH using an
SVD- Kalman Filter Algorithm

Figure 48. Plan view of estimated locations and the true location at 360 KPH using an
SVD- Kalman Filter Algorithm-Adaptive.
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Comparing the values for each model in Table 10 at different velocities, it is clear that when
the velocity is increased (e.g., from 90 to 360 Kph), the conventional KF increases the RMS
error absolute value always well above the SVD based KF by about 172%. At the model
level, the best performer in all cases is Model 5. From the figures above, it can be inferred
that with all things being equal (the only difference in the MATLAB source code is the
algorithm to compute the Kalman filter), the K-SVD has better prediction accuracy than
conventional KF and traditional factored KFs. This means the K-SVD adaptive is more
robust than current known factored base algorithms, providing at the same time betterfiltering capabilities when it performs the same operations. The algorithm captures the
information that matters which existing the N-dimensional subspace of RN spanned by the
first columns of “V” or right orthogonal factor [77], [78]. By performing a matrix
multiplication, the algorithm performs a low dimensionality reduction that captures much of
the variability and which corresponds with the selection of the eigenvectors with the largest
eigenvalues (since SVD orders them from highest to smallest). Also, by adapting to
variations of the covariance measurement error, the algorithm is of higher accuracy.
Figure 48, Figure 49, Figure 50, Figure 51, Figure 52, and Figure 53 represent the results of
Table 10. By observing Figure 48, it is easy to see that K-SVD adaptive model 6 performs
better for the north position. K-SVD model 5 also performs relatively well compared with the
conventional KF. Similar results can be inferred from Figure 49; K-SVD adaptive model 6 is
the best performer, followed by K-SVD adaptive models 3 and 5. Conclusive results can also
be seen for the downward position RMS error in Figure 50. Model 5 performs better,
independent of the filter type. Model 6 is also a good performer for downward velocity, and
the worst is model 3.
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Figure 49. Vector norm of absolute errors at north position of the dynamic state at
different speeds for models 3, 5 and 6.

Figure 50. Vector norm of absolute errors at east position of the dynamic state at
different speeds for Models 3, 5 and 6.
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Figure 51. Vector norm of absolute errors at downward position of the dynamic
state at different speeds for Models 3, 5 and 6.

Figure 52. Vector norm of absolute errors at north velocity of the dynamic state at
different speeds for Models 3, 5 and 6.
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Figure 53. Vector norm of absolute errors at east velocity of the dynamic state at
different speeds for Models 3, 5 and 6.

Figure 54. Vector norm of absolute errors at downward of the dynamic state at
different speeds for Models 3, 5 and 6.

Figure 52 illustrates the results for north velocity RMS. From this figure, K-SVD Adaptive
model 6 is the best performer, followed closely by K-SVD model 5. From Figure 52, the best
performer is K-SVD Adaptive Model 5, and finally, regarding the downward speed velocity
RMS from Figure 54, K-SVD models 3 and 6 perform relatively well.
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6.6.

DME-DME Kalman SVD application

Example 4. The distance measuring equipment DME operations continues to expand as a
different navigation source into space-based navigational systems like GPS and Galileo
[95].In that, the 21st century, airborne navigation has become increasingly reliant on
satellite guidance; nonetheless, the satellite signals are extremely low, may be spoofed, and
not necessarily available. There are mandates from the US and European Union rule that
requires keeping, maintaining, and upgrading ground-based navigation aids.
The following example simulates a simplified model of electronic DME to DME position
and velocity navigation system, where a noise measurement of slant range (distance) is the
underlying observable. The airborne distance measuring equipment (DME) transmits a pulse
that is received and returned by the ground station, while the aircraft equipment triangulates
the transit time in terms of distances based on the propagation delay. The aircraft flights
along a fixed path at a cruise speed of 583 kph [79]. The duration of the flight is 3000 s, and
the initial coordinates at t=0 are appropriately defined as normal random variables,
x0 ~N(60,10 km2 ) , y0 ~N(210,10 km2 ) , sample time 𝑇 = 2 𝑠, 𝑔 = 10 𝑚/𝑠 the maximum
𝑚

acceleration for the aircraft is amax =0.001𝑆𝑒𝑐 2 .
Suppose the two DME stations are found on the x-axis, as shown in Figure 55 below. The
DME stations' positions are identified. The aircraft follows a circular path at the end of the
trajectory, which is at a constant speed with the same velocity as the linear motion, turning
for 270𝑜 with a gyro of 20 kilometers. The trajectory is depicted in Figure 56 and assumed to
be straight level with constant velocity plus small perturbations caused by small random
accelerations. This model is only practical for short intervals.
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Figure 55. DME-DME Problem Geometry

For navigation based on estimation, it is necessary to extrapolate the position or initial state
of the airplane, which is supposedly known, to a posterior time step, using the dynamic
equation of the process and knowing the excitation that disturbs the system.
To obtain the distances 𝐳𝟏 and 𝐳𝟐, it is necessary to have the following geometric relations
for both DME's, the measurements in terms of x and y are then
𝒛𝟏 = √(𝒙 − 𝒙𝟏 )𝟐 + (𝒚 − 𝒚𝟏 )𝟐

(95)

𝒛𝟐 = √(𝒙 − 𝒙𝟐 )𝟐 + (𝒚 − 𝒚𝟐 )𝟐

(96)

𝒛𝟏 = 𝒇𝟏(𝒙, 𝒚), 𝒛𝟐 = 𝒇𝟐(𝒙, 𝒚)

(97)

To estimate the aircraft position using the above mathematical expressions, it is necessary to
clear x and y as a function of trigonometric functions, and the equations are solved using
linearization by expansion:
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𝝏𝒛𝟏 =

𝝏𝒇𝟏(𝒙, 𝒚)
𝝏𝒇𝟏(𝒙, 𝒚)
𝒅𝒙 +
𝒅𝒚
𝝏𝒙
𝝏𝒚

(98)

𝝏𝒛𝟐 =

𝝏𝒇𝟐(𝒙, 𝒚)
𝝏𝒇𝟐(𝒙, 𝒚)
𝒅𝒙 +
𝒅𝒚
𝝏𝒙
𝝏𝒚

(99)

Writing the equations (98) and (99) in a matrix form,
𝝏𝒇𝟏(𝒙, 𝒚)
𝝏𝒙
𝝏𝒛𝟏
(
)=
𝝏𝒇𝟐(𝒙, 𝒚)
𝝏𝒛𝟐
[ 𝝏𝒙

𝝏𝒇𝟏(𝒙, 𝒚)
𝝏𝒚
𝝏𝒙
.( )
𝝏𝒇𝟐(𝒙, 𝒚) 𝝏𝒚
𝝏𝒚 ]

(100)

𝝏𝒇𝟏(𝒙, 𝒚)
𝝏𝒙
𝝏𝒛𝟏
(
)=
𝝏𝒇𝟐(𝒙, 𝒚)
𝝏𝒛𝟐
[ 𝝏𝒙

𝝏𝒇𝟏(𝒙, 𝒚)
𝝏𝒚
𝝏𝒙
.( )
𝝏𝒚
𝝏𝒇𝟐(𝒙, 𝒚)
𝝏𝒚 ]

(101)

Thus, evaluation of the partial derivatives leads to
𝝏𝒇𝟏(𝒙, 𝒚) 𝒙 − 𝒙𝟏
=
= 𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟏)
𝝏𝒙
𝒛𝟏

(102)

𝝏𝒇𝟏(𝒙, 𝒚) 𝒚 − 𝒚𝟏
=
= 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟏)
𝝏𝒚
𝒛𝟏

(103)

𝝏𝒇𝟐(𝒙, 𝒚) 𝒙 − 𝒙𝟐
=
= −𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟐)
𝝏𝒙
𝒛𝟐

(104)

𝝏𝒇𝟐(𝒙, 𝒚) 𝒚 − 𝒚𝟐
=
= 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟐)
𝝏𝒚
𝒛𝟐

(105)

Substituting in (101),
(

𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟏) 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟏) 𝝏𝒙
𝝏𝒛𝟏
)=[
].( )
−𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟐) 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟐) 𝝏𝒚
𝝏𝒛𝟐

(106)

Then,
(

𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟏) 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟏) ∆𝒙
∆𝒛𝟏
)=[
].( )
−𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟐)
𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟐) ∆𝒚
∆𝒛𝟐

(107)
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Finally, notice that the equation above may be generalized further because the cosine and sine
terms are the lines of sight into the two DME channels, along with direction cosines between
y and x axes [79]. Please note that the connection between the observables, z2, and the
estimated quantities x, y is not linear. Therefore,
𝑯=[

𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟏)
−𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟐)

𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟏)
]
𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟐)

(108)

Matrix H is sometimes called the linearized matrix. Applying the inverse matrix method,
(

∆𝒙
∆𝒛𝟏
) = 𝑯−𝟏 . (
)
∆𝒚
∆𝒛𝟐

(109)

Figure 56 below depicts the results after running the equations (95) - (108) in MATLAB
code,

Figure 56.Estimated Parameters

From Figure 56, the error does not go to infinity when the nominal trajectory goes through
the origin, because the assumed aircraft dynamics (i.e., random walk) give the filter some
memory, and all the weight is not placed on the current measurement. From Figure 55, it can
be seen that the aircraft reach the origin at about 1063 seconds. What is illustrated here is the
classical error dilution of precision DOP when the line of sight is at 1800 apart relative to the
aircraft. The detected peak is very utter in the y-axis , and the error is presented due to the
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mathematical effect of navigation DME geometry on position measurement. After that, the
position is calculated using conventional KF and K-SVD, the general Formulation is,
𝒙𝒌+𝟏 = 𝑨. 𝒙𝒌 + 𝑩. 𝒖𝒌 + 𝒘𝒌

(110)

𝒛𝒌 = 𝑪𝒌 . 𝒙𝒌 + 𝒗𝒌

(111)

The covariance of wk is Qk and that of vk is Rk, then W ~ N(0, Q), and V ~N(0, R)
The state equations are then,
𝒙𝒌+𝟏
𝟏
𝒚𝒌+𝟏
(𝒗𝒙 𝒌+𝟏 ) = [𝟎
𝟎
𝒗𝒚 𝒌+𝟏
𝟎

𝒙𝒌+𝟏
𝟏
𝒚𝒌+𝟏
(𝒗𝒙 𝒌+𝟏 ) = [𝟎
𝟎
𝒗𝒚 𝒌+𝟏
𝟎

𝟎
𝟏
𝟎
𝟎

𝟎
𝟏
𝟎
𝟎

𝒙𝒌
𝒘𝟏𝒌
𝑻 𝟎
𝒚𝒌
𝒘𝟐𝒌
𝟎 𝑻
] . ( 𝒗𝒙 𝒌 ) + (
)
𝟏 𝟎
𝒅𝒘𝟏𝒌
𝒗𝒚 𝒌
𝟎 𝟏
𝒅𝒘𝟏𝒌

𝒙𝒌
𝑻 𝟎
𝒚𝒌
𝟎 𝑻
] . (𝒗𝒙 𝒌 ) +
𝟏 𝟎
𝒗𝒚 𝒌
𝟎 𝟏

𝑻𝟐
𝟐
𝟎
𝑻
( 𝟎

𝟎

(112)

(113)

𝑻𝟐
𝟐
𝟎
𝑻 )

Where, xk+1 and, yk+1 denote the incremental position in the horizontal and vertical plane,
respectively

𝟏
𝒛̅𝒌 = [
𝟎

𝟎
𝟏

𝟎
𝟎

𝒙𝒌
𝒗𝒙 𝒌
𝒚𝒌
𝟎
] . (𝒗𝒙 𝒌 ) + (𝒗 )
𝒚𝒌
𝟎
𝒗𝒚 𝒌

(114)

Let Q be the error in the process, the matrix maintains the values of Pk from equation (54)
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𝑻𝟐
𝟐
𝑸=𝑬

𝟎

𝑻𝟐
𝟎
𝟐
𝟎 𝑻
𝑻 ][ 𝟎

𝟎
𝑻
([ 𝟎
𝑻𝟒
𝟒

𝑸 = 𝟎𝟑
𝑻
𝟐

[𝟎

𝑻𝟐
𝟐

𝟎

𝑻𝟒
𝟒

𝟎

𝑻𝟑
𝟐

𝑻𝟑
𝟐

𝟎

𝟎

𝑻𝟑
𝟐

𝑻𝟐
𝟎

𝑻

𝟐

(115)

𝟎
𝑻𝟐 [𝒘𝒂 ]
𝒌
𝟐
𝟎
𝑻 ]
)
(116)
. [𝝈𝒂𝒎𝒂𝒙 ]𝟐

𝟎
𝑻𝟐 ]

And vk denotes the measurement error,
𝒗𝒌 = [

𝝈𝒙𝟐 𝟎
]
𝟎 𝝈𝒚𝟐

(117)

The results from calculating the position using conventional KF and K-SVD (Algorithm 2)
without the adaptive computation (K-SVD) from Equations (77) and (78) are shown in Figure
57 below. The MATLAB code is presented in Appendix 2.

Figure 57. Position with Conventional Kalman Filter, K-SVD Vs. Estimated Position
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From Figure 57, it is easy to see that about 333 meters close to the origin, the DME presents
singularity in the calculation due to DOP, and at that critical point, the KF and K-SVD
perform fine; however, the KF does not perform as well as K-SVD at the cusp of the circular
return. Additionally, the results show how far the RMS is above the KF compared with the KSVD in this DME example ( (see Figure 58 below).

Figure 58. RMS for K-SVD Vs. Conventional Kalman Filter

The results from Figure 58 indicate that the RMS is lower for the K-SVD filter compared
with the conventional KF. When solving the observation equation to obtain the calculated
position, it is likely that the error of the observables is manifested by producing erratic
oscillations in the position. This makes the computed trajectory uneven, making the motion
of the airplane very unstable. By using a prediction system that minimizes that noise, it is
possible to produce estimates of unknown or known variables that tend to be more precise
than those based on the measurement alone (see Equation (109)). It is demonstrated that
advantages can be obtained when combining the position of the airplane based on
observables and predictions. Given that the DME was left in place to circumvent the
reliability problem of GPS and to increase reliability, the best filter to deal with the
singularities

at

the

origin
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is

K-SVD.

6.7.

Computational Complexity

The computational complexity is evaluated as time complexity, as a function of input size,
where m and n denotes input size and the complexity the number of required operations (big
O), where the matrix inversion is O(n3 ), and an economy SVD rank reduction step requires
operations O(m2 n) operations. With the matrix multiplication O(n3 ), to compute the Kalman
gain k t requires O(sn2 + n3 ). Cholesky decomposition of the commonly used algorithm is
O(n3 ). Computing the matrix covariance is O(N. n2 ), in the worst case, the algorithm
complexities O(n3 ), and this is still within an acceptable range when compared with the
conventional KF, where it has been established that the number of arithmetic operations to be
executed at each sampling period is O(n3) [96].

6.8.

Summary

As previously discussed in chapter 5 and reiterate in this chapter, the properties of the SVD
basis allow the design of a Robust Kalman filter algorithm that works under ill conditions
like rounding errors and adapts to variations by constantly updating the covariance noise
matrix. The algorithm developed has been validated by comparing its outputs to other
methods while having the same inputs.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE
7.1.

Duo Conclusions

A novel GNSS signal acquisition algorithm based on CS and SVD is proposed aiming to
reduce the computational complexity of GPS and BOC satellite signals. A methodology was
presented to choose the effective compression ratio by using a scree plot in combination with
the probability of detection.
The algorithm enhances the input for the baseband and provides a simple dimensionality
reduction mechanism to condense the dataset. The SVD-based sensing of GNSS signals
approach is dependent on finding the economy SVD of the autocorrelation trajectory matrix
of noisy input samples (Toeplitz) and maintaining the structure of the matrix by applying
suitable convex relaxation methods. The main idea was to use a Toeplitz matrix with the
time-shifted reference signal as the dictionary that leads to a sparser representation.
When testing with recorded real GNSS signals, this method achieves the same results as the
conventional regular detection method for SNRs above 20 dB, with implicit signal filtering
and within an acceptable mean acquisition time. The detection of the number of visible
satellites is maintained, and the re-acquisition of GPS data is avoided. At the same time, the
use of SVD to sample the GNSS signals where random matrices (Gaussian) may not be the
best choice, the combined GNNS-SVD-C algorithm offers a good approach to signal energyoriented low-rank approximation to GNSS signal reconstruction. The theoretical foundation
of this work is based on non-traditional compressive sensing as I do not adhere to the strict
RIP condition. As explained in the methodology section, RIP is only a sufficient but not a
necessary condition for reconstruction accuracy; therefore, a stable solution is still
recoverable by ℓ1 minimization.
The methodology also allows to sense the signal at the front end and store it in the time
domain and transmit it for processing where more computational resources are available. For
delay-tolerant applications, offloading GPS signals for processing to the cloud or to base
stations is possible. GNNS-SVD-C is a CS approach that limits the associated costs in
transfer operations, and the sparse representation based GPS acquisition technique can
efficiently capture and embed information in a lower-dimensional space and, subsequently,
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recover it from an underdetermined system where the criteria to design the measurement
basis may take advantage of a priori knowledge of the signals to acquire.

The computation of the novel SVD-Kalman algorithm is based on the computation of the
singular value decomposition of an unsymmetrical matrix and without explicitly forming its
left orthogonal factor with a high dimension [89]. K-SVD does a truncation that keeps only
the top 𝒏 right singular vectors by setting 𝐕 𝐓 (where superscript T denotes the transpose of a
matrix and n denotes the number of rows), equal to the n rows of 𝐕 𝐓 ( n × n matrix). That is
equivalent to removing or zeroing out the “m” number of singular values from the original
matrix (𝑚 + 𝑛) 𝑏𝑦 − 𝑛, where (𝑚 + 𝑛) denotes the rows, therefore, reducing the dimension,
which is far less than the original dimension, filtering out the noise.
The other conclusion of this work is related to the robustness of the adaptive algorithm.
Compared with other KF based decomposition algorithms, the K-SVD adaptive can handle
round-off errors, making the algorithm useful in critical applications, making it possible to
deal with singular systems that are ill-conditioned or bad conditioned.

From the analysis of the results of example 3, I can conclude that the accuracy of position and
speed can be improved by choosing the model that performs the best for the worst-case
scenario, which in this case is the highly dynamic conditions of maneuvering a vehicle. The
tracking capabilities can also be increased by adding to the K-SVD algorithm the adaptive
computation of the measurement noise matrix as a time-variant matrix. From the analysis of
example 4, we can conclude that K-SVD is suitable to deal with real dynamic conditions for
ground navigation systems. From the analysis of the literature, it seems that one of the
drawbacks of using K-SVD and KF, in general, is their high computational load. In that
sense, K-SVD can be used in applications where the KF is currently used with the advantages
of robustness and accuracy.
The algorithm 2 constructed in this work, has also superior accuracy compared with regular
decomposition-based KF algorithms by adapting the measurement matrix at each step and at
the same time using the simplest form to update the error of the covariance matrix 𝑃, which is
the most common equation to compute the algorithm. Additionally, the proposed Algorithm 2
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does not require matrix inverting, and the system of interest does not need to have a square
shape.

7.2.

Future Scope

Some of the work of this dissertation was funneled by the hardware limitations of low-cost
and low-power sensor platforms, in my case, the use of my laptop computer with its
computational limitations motivated me to find an algorithm that can process signals given
the memory constraint, I realized that using a random matrix of the same size of the length
of the signal used most of my laptop memory; unfortunately, that’s the approach most of the
current textbooks are focused on, which is not practical. In this research, I used a Toeplitz
matrix constructed of the same signal to circumvent that issue, in that way, I can control the
matrix size. Also, split the signal into vector segments that are easy to process. I believe that
the key observations and principles derived here will find their way to applications in
acquisition systems that have constrained hardware resources to handle the bulk of data
processing. Further, I believe that the algorithm I introduce has other applications in signal
processing. Please plan to explore those applications in future work.

In this dissertation were explored current developments in machine learning linked to
symbolic regression which are used for system identification , by using methods of sparse
approximation of dynamical systems (SINDy) [97] , where the dynamics of the system are
mapped out from the signal itself by collecting the data sampled at different times
𝑡1 , 𝑡2 , ⋯ , 𝑡𝑚 , then , performing an numerical approximation or measure the derivative 𝑥̇
sparse regression to fill a library in a linear combination to represent the derivative. The
method is to take the signal and form a Hankel matrix (Similar to Toeplitz) by stacking
delayed time series of a single variable (𝑡) ,
𝒙(𝒕𝟏)
𝒙(𝒕𝟐)

𝒙(𝒕𝟐)
𝒙(𝒕𝟑)

𝑯=[
⋮
𝒙(𝒎) 𝒙(𝒎+𝟏)

⋯
⋱
⋯

𝒙(𝒑)
𝒙(𝒑+𝟏)
]
⋮

𝒙(𝒑+𝒎−𝟏)
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(118)

Taking the SVD of H to obtain,
𝑯 = 𝝍𝜮𝑽∗

(119)

The SVD reconstruction is basically the time series of signal X. By taking the column of V
means a hierarchical set of Eigen-time series and choosing the first dominants. The
derivatives are calculated, for example, using total variation derivatives when there is noise
[97] . The time delay and the derivatives are input to the SINDy algorithm [97] , which
output the resulting model coefficients.
𝐱̇ = 𝐟(𝐱(𝐭))

Where 𝑥(𝑡) = [𝑥1 (𝑡)

(120)

𝑥2 (𝑡) ⋯ 𝑥𝑛 (𝑡)]𝑇 , is a vector ∈ 𝑅 𝑛

Since only a few columns of 𝑽 are chosen, a small amount of information is missing, but
that corresponds to the lower order energy coordinates. The method discovers the partial
differential equations (PDE) of the system. In this way, the system can be decomposed to a
topological equivalent measurement using the time delay coordinates without overfitting,
which helps to balance model complexity with predicted power. This method combines the
perspective of dynamical system discovery and compressive sensing [97]. Sparse regression
and compressive sensing uses optimization and are linked together as compressive sensing,
and the sparse vector is determined from relatively few measurements, using the ℓ1
regularization, and particular for this research, the SVD. As a concept, with a data set
coming from different sensors, you can derive the underlying equations, and compress the
data at the same time, and include them to predict future state using the Kalman filter, which
is also expressed on an SVD basis. That will speed up the development of future engineering
discoveries and potentially create a new industry. The machine learning industry is growing;
however, machine learning requires large data set, and it is computational complex to be
able to learn a model, on the contrary, compressive sensing will allow learning the models in
low dimensionality.

The effort in this work is guided by the increasing utilization of Kalman filtering in
operations that demand high reliability, where the robustness of the algorithm is a condition
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necessary to perform critical operations. More research can be done in future K-SVD
applications by including the use of the Joseph stabilized form instead of the conventional
form of the Riccati equation to avoid the propagation of antisymmetric problems and finetuning the process noise covariance matrix Qk . I believe that the key points and principles
derived here will find their way to applications in high-speed signal processing by
combining K-SVD and SVD compressive sensing [98]. For future research, please intend to
explore particular technology uses.
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APPENDIX 1
MATLAB Source code for Compressive Sensing

clc;
clear all;
close all;
warning off
% RAW DATA Set 1 Settings (I y Q) Akos-Book (21 is
present according to book, 19 is not)
% satellites=[01 02 03 04 05 06 07 19 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30 31]; %(detected: ?3, 6, 21, 22, 26, 29,)
% fs=38192000;
% ts=1/fs;
% fi=9548000;
%RAW DATA Set 2 Giove
satellites=[3 4 6 9 15 18 21 22 26];
fs=16367600;
ts=1/fs;
fi=4130400;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
g=cacode(satellites, fs/1023000);
n=length(g(1,:));
p= round(sqrt(log(n)/log(2)));
k = 5;
% number of buckets
maxallowedbymemory= n*p*k;
NS=maxallowedbymemory;
rng('default');
% % DATA SET 1
% [fid, message] = fopen('GPSdata-DiscreteComponentsfs38_192-if9_55.bin', 'r', 'b');
% [x10] = fread(fid,NS, 'bit8')';
% fclose(fid);
[fid, message] = fopen('GPS_and_GIOVE_A-NN-fs16_3676if4_1304.bin', 'r','b');
[x10] = fread(fid,NS, 'bit8')';
fclose(fid);
noise=40;
segments=5;
rdata =x10(1:round(NS/segments));
[N, M] = size(rdata);
if M*segments>NS
M=NS-M*segments+M;
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else
M;
end
N=3
% % CREATING MEASURING MATRIX
% % measurement matrix = random projection
disp('Creating measurement matrix...');
Atcom=toeplitz(rdata(1,1:M),rdata(1,1:N)');
[u,s,v]=svd(Atcom,0);
epsilon = 3e-11;
Lnorm=1;
for j=1:segments;
serie=M*(j-1)+1:M*j;
rdata = x10(serie); % compressed measurement
Atcom2=toeplitz(rdata(1,1:M),rdata(1,1:N)');
[uuu,s,v]=svd(Atcom2,0);
Y=u'*rdata';
cvx_begin;
variable teta(N);
minimize(norm(teta,Lnorm));
subject to
norm(s*teta-Y,2)<epsilon;
cvx_end;
compre{j} = teta;
sigma{j} = diag(s);
clear teta s v rdata Y v uuu Atcom;
end
teta=cell2mat(compre);
sigma=cell2mat(sigma);
data2 = [];
for k1 = 1:segments;
data1=u*diag(sigma(:,k1))*teta(:,k1);
data2 = [data2; data1];
end
data=data2';

%Probability of detection (Pd) & Probability of False
(Pfa)
%Front end
Teff=120; %Kelvin
Signal_strength=noise+30+10*log10(1.38*1e-23*Teff);%dBm
IF_Bandwith=fi/1000000;% MHz please assure this is MHz
coherent_interval_Tc=1
total_integration_Tnc=2;
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n_s=1.38e-23*IF_Bandwith*Teff*1000000;
Noise_power=10*log10(n_s)+30;
IF_SNR=Signal_strength-Noise_power;
%Coherent å
sample_rate=fs/1000000;%MHz
Num_of_points_Mc=sample_rate*coherent_interval_Tc*1000;
ideal_coherent_gain=10*log10(Num_of_points_Mc);
DeltaIF=-0.5;
DeltaQ=-.2;
DealtF=-.5;
DeltaC=-1.2;
DeltaB=-1.3;
Implementation_losses= DeltaIF+DeltaQ+DealtF+ DeltaC;
actual_coherent_gain=ideal_coherent_gain+Implementation_l
osses;
SNR_coherent=actual_coherent_gain+IF_SNR;
xxx=10^(SNR_coherent/10);
a=sqrt(2*xxx);
if xxx <= 1.5
sq_loss_ratio=2*pi()/(a^2*(4-pi))*(a^2/4 - a^4/64 +
a^6/768)^2;
else
sq_loss_ratio=4/(a^2*(4-pi))*(asqrt(pi/2)+1/(2*a)+1/(8*a^3)+3/(16*a^5))^2;
end
sq_loss_dB=10*log10(sq_loss_ratio);
%Non-coherent å
squaring_loss=sq_loss_dB;
nc_sums_Mnc= total_integration_Tnc/coherent_interval_Tc;
non_coherent_gain=10*log10(nc_sums_Mnc);
Final_SNR=SNRmethod4+non_coherent_gain+squaring_loss;
SQRT_SNR_ratio=10^(Final_SNR/20)
Magnitud_ratio=10^(SNR_coherent/20)
SNRIn=(10*log10((abs(SNR_coherent/10))))^2;
SNRIn2=10*log10(peak_size/10);
q=abs(4/(4-pi)*[SNRIn+1-pi/4*exp(SNRIn).*[(1+SNRIn).*besseli(0,SNRIn/2)+SNRIn.*besseli(1,S
NRIn/2)].^2]);
Th=56.392825267445559;
PD=normcdf((SNRIn2-Th)/((q)))
pf=[1+Th/2+1/factorial(2).*(Th/2).^2+1/factorial(3).*(Th/
2).^3+1/factorial(4).*(Th/2).^4+1/factorial(5).*(Th/2).^5
+1/factorial(6).*(Th/2).^6].*exp(-Th/2)
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APPENDIX 2
1. Source code for SVD Kalman Filter

%The main code:Estimation of the position and speed
(Using 2 DMEs)
rng('default');
rng(1);
clear all
clc
close all
T=2 %Sample size
x1=10;
y1=10;
x2=110;
y2=10;
D=abs(x2-x1);
x0=60;
y0=210;
d_x=0; % 0.1nm
d_y=-0.1852;
% Initial Condition (Positions)
x(1)=x0;
y(1)=y0;
Rho1(1)=sqrt( (x(1)-x1)^2 + (y(1)-y1)^2 );
Rho2(1)=sqrt( (x(1)-x2)^2 + (y(1)-y2)^2 );
theta1(1)=asin( (D^2 + Rho1(1)^2 - Rho2(1)^2) /
(2*D*Rho1(1)) );
theta2(1)=asin( (D^2 - Rho1(1)^2 + Rho2(1)^2) /
(2*D*Rho2(1)) );
k(1)=1;
x_est(1)=x(1);
y_est(1)=y(1);
Vx_est(1)=0;
Vy_est(1)=-162;
V_total(1)=100;
% A=>B Flight
for i=1:2160
%Flight Path
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x(i+1)=x(i)+d_x;
y(i+1)=y(i)+d_y;
k(i+1)=i;
%Mid terms (Observers)
Rho1(i+1)=sqrt( (x(i+1)-x1)^2 + (y(i+1)-y1)^2 ) +
normrnd(0,0.1);
Rho2(i+1)=sqrt( (x(i+1)-x2)^2 + (y(i+1)-y2)^2 ) +
normrnd(0,0.1);
Delta_Rho1=Rho1(i+1)-Rho1(i);
Delta_Rho2=Rho2(i+1)-Rho2(i);
%Linear Estimation
if y(i)>y1
theta1(i+1)=asin( (D^2 + Rho1(i+1)^2 Rho2(i+1)^2) / (2*D*Rho1(i+1)) );
theta2(i+1)=asin( (D^2 - Rho1(i+1)^2 +
Rho2(i+1)^2) / (2*D*Rho2(i+1)) );
else
theta1(i+1)=pi-( asin( (D^2 + Rho1(i+1)^2 Rho2(i+1)^2) / (2*D*Rho1(i+1)) ) );
theta2(i+1)=pi-( asin( (D^2 - Rho1(i+1)^2 +
Rho2(i+1)^2) / (2*D*Rho2(i+1)) ) );
end

G=[sin(theta1(i+1)) cos(theta1(i+1)); sin(theta2(i+1)) cos(theta2(i+1))];
Delta=(G^-1)*[Delta_Rho1 ; Delta_Rho2];
%Estimated Path
x_est(i+1)=x_est(i)+Delta(1);
y_est(i+1)=y_est(i)+Delta(2);
%Estimated Velocity
Vx_est(i+1)=Delta(1)/(2/3600);
Vy_est(i+1)=Delta(2)/(2/3600);
V_total(i+1)=(Vx_est(i+1)^2+Vy_est(i+1)^2)^0.5;
%dilution of precision (DOP)
DOP(i+1)=sqrt( trace( (G^-1)*((G^-1).') ) );
end
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%Circular Motion
R=20;
Delta_theta=0.53056; %degree
Delta_d=2*R*sind(Delta_theta/2);
j=0;
for i=2161:2329
j=j+1;
theta_0=(j-1)*Delta_theta;
Alpha=90-(theta_0+Delta_theta/2); %degree
% B=>C Flight
d_x=-1*abs(Delta_d*cosd(Alpha));
d_y=-1*abs(Delta_d*sind(Alpha));
x(i+1)=x(i)+d_x;
y(i+1)=y(i)+d_y;
k(i+1)=i;
%Mid-terms (Observers)
Rho1(i+1)=sqrt( (x(i+1)-x1)^2 + (y(i+1)-y1)^2 ) +
normrnd(0,0.1);
Rho2(i+1)=sqrt( (x(i+1)-x2)^2 + (y(i+1)-y2)^2 ) +
normrnd(0,0.1);
Delta_Rho1=Rho1(i+1)-Rho1(i);
Delta_Rho2=Rho2(i+1)-Rho2(i);
%Linear Estimation
theta1(i+1)=pi-( asin( (D^2 + Rho1(i+1)^2 Rho2(i+1)^2) / (2*D*Rho1(i+1)) ) );
theta2(i+1)=pi-( asin( (D^2 - Rho1(i+1)^2 +
Rho2(i+1)^2) / (2*D*Rho2(i+1)) ) );

G=[sin(theta1(i+1)) cos(theta1(i+1)); sin(theta2(i+1)) cos(theta2(i+1))];
Delta=(G^-1)*[Delta_Rho1 ; Delta_Rho2];
%Estimated Path
x_est(i+1)=x_est(i)+Delta(1);
y_est(i+1)=y_est(i)+Delta(2);
%Estimated Velocity
Vx_est(i+1)=Delta(1)/(2/3600);
Vy_est(i+1)=Delta(2)/(2/3600);
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V_total(i+1)=(Vx_est(i+1)^2+Vy_est(i+1)^2)^0.5;
%dilution of precision (DOP)
DOP(i+1)=sqrt( trace( (G^-1)*((G^-1).') ) );
end
for i=2330:2498
j=j+1;
theta_0=(j-1)*Delta_theta;
Alpha=90-(theta_0+Delta_theta/2); %degree
% C=>D Flight
d_x=-1*abs(Delta_d*cosd(Alpha));
d_y=+1*abs(Delta_d*sind(Alpha));
x(i+1)=x(i)+d_x;
y(i+1)=y(i)+d_y;
k(i+1)=i;
%Mid-terms (Observers)
Rho1(i+1)=sqrt( (x(i+1)-x1)^2 + (y(i+1)-y1)^2 ) +
normrnd(0,0.1);
Rho2(i+1)=sqrt( (x(i+1)-x2)^2 + (y(i+1)-y2)^2 ) +
normrnd(0,0.1);
Delta_Rho1=Rho1(i+1)-Rho1(i);
Delta_Rho2=Rho2(i+1)-Rho2(i);
%Linear Estimation
theta1(i+1)=pi-( asin( (D^2
Rho2(i+1)^2) / (2*D*Rho1(i+1)) )
theta2(i+1)=pi-( asin( (D^2
Rho2(i+1)^2) / (2*D*Rho2(i+1)) )

+ Rho1(i+1)^2 );
- Rho1(i+1)^2 +
);

G=[sin(theta1(i+1)) cos(theta1(i+1)); sin(theta2(i+1)) cos(theta2(i+1))];
Delta=(G^-1)*[Delta_Rho1 ; Delta_Rho2];
%Estimated Path
x_est(i+1)=x_est(i)+Delta(1);
y_est(i+1)=y_est(i)+Delta(2);
%Estimated Velocity
Vx_est(i+1)=Delta(1)/(2/3600);
Vy_est(i+1)=Delta(2)/(2/3600);
V_total(i+1)=(Vx_est(i+1)^2+Vy_est(i+1)^2)^0.5;
%dilution of precision (DOP)
DOP(i+1)=sqrt( trace( (G^-1)*((G^-1).') ) );
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end
for i=2499:2667
j=j+1;
theta_0=(j-1)*Delta_theta;
Alpha=90-(theta_0+Delta_theta/2); %degree
% D=>E Flight
d_x=+1*abs(Delta_d*cosd(Alpha));
d_y=+1*abs(Delta_d*sind(Alpha));
x(i+1)=x(i)+d_x;
y(i+1)=y(i)+d_y;
k(i+1)=i;
%Mid-terms (Observers)
Rho1(i+1)=sqrt( (x(i+1)-x1)^2 + (y(i+1)-y1)^2 ) +
normrnd(0,0.1);
Rho2(i+1)=sqrt( (x(i+1)-x2)^2 + (y(i+1)-y2)^2 ) +
normrnd(0,0.1);
Delta_Rho1=Rho1(i+1)-Rho1(i);
Delta_Rho2=Rho2(i+1)-Rho2(i);
%Linear Estimation
theta1(i+1)=pi-( asin( (D^2 + Rho1(i+1)^2 Rho2(i+1)^2) / (2*D*Rho1(i+1)) ) );
theta2(i+1)=pi-( asin( (D^2 - Rho1(i+1)^2 +
Rho2(i+1)^2) / (2*D*Rho2(i+1)) ) );
G=[sin(theta1(i+1)) cos(theta1(i+1)); sin(theta2(i+1)) cos(theta2(i+1))];
Delta=(G^-1)*[Delta_Rho1 ; Delta_Rho2];
%Estimated Path
x_est(i+1)=x_est(i)+Delta(1);
y_est(i+1)=y_est(i)+Delta(2);
%Estimated Velocity
Vx_est(i+1)=Delta(1)/(2/3600);
Vy_est(i+1)=Delta(2)/(2/3600);
V_total(i+1)=(Vx_est(i+1)^2+Vy_est(i+1)^2)^0.5;
%dilution of precision (DOP)
DOP(i+1)=sqrt( trace( (G^-1)*((G^-1).') ) );
end
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%define main variables
T = 2; %our sampling rate
u = 0; % define acceleration magnitude, uniform movement
X= [60; 210; 0; 0]; %initized state--it has four
components: [positionX; positionY; velocityX; velocityY]
of the airplane
X_estimate = X; %estimate of initial location estimation
of where the airplane is (what we are updating)
%% initize estimation variables
X_loc_estimatex = []; % position x estimate
X_loc_estimatey = []; % position y estimate
vel_estimate = []; % velocity estimate
predic_state = [];
predic_var = [];

for i =1:2668
%
%
% load the given tracking output from the DME's:
X_loc_meas(:,i) = [ x_est(1,i); y_est(1,i)];
end
%% Store data
X_loc_estimatex = [X_loc_estimatex; X_estimate(1)];
X_loc_estimatey = [X_loc_estimatey; X_estimate(2)];
vel_estimate = [vel_estimate; X_estimate(3:4)];
%% KALMAN FLITER
% Kalman Input
x_input=X_loc_estimatex';
y_input=X_loc_estimatey';
%Define main variables
T =2; %our sampling rate
u = 0; % define acceleration magnitude, uniform movement
X= [60; 210; 0; 0]; %initized state--it has four
components: [positionX; positionY; velocityX; velocityY]
of the airplane
X_estimate = X; %estimate of initial location estimation
of where the airplane is (what we are updating)
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AirAccel_noise_mag = .001; %process noise: the
variability in how fast the airplane is speeding up (stdv
of acceleration: meters/sec^2)
tkn_x = 10; %measurement noise in the horizontal
direction (x axis).
tkn_y = 10; %measurement noise in the horizontal
direction (y axis).
R = [tkn_x 0 ; 0 tkn_y ];
Q = [T^4/4 0 T^3/2 0; ...
0 T^4/4 0 T^3/2; ...
T^3/2 0 T^2 0; ...
0 T^3/2 0 T^2].*AirAccel_noise_mag^2; % Ex convert
the process noise (stdv) into covariance matrix
P = Q; % estimate of initial airplane position variance
(covariance matrix)
Pksvd=Q;
%% Define update equations (Coefficent matrices): A
physics based model for where we expect the airplane to
be [state transition (state + velocity)] + [input control
(acceleration)]
A = [1 0 T 0; 0 1 0 T; 0 0 1 0; 0 0 0 1]; %state update
matrix
B = [(T^2/2); (T^2/2); T; T];
C = [1 0 1 0; 0 1 0 1]; %this is our measurement
function C or H, that we apply to the state estimate X to
get our expect next/new measurement
%% initize result variables
% Initialize for speed
X_loc = []; % ACTUAL airplane motion path
vel = []; % ACTUAL airplane velocity
%X_loc_meas = []; % the airplane path extracted by the
tracking algorithm
%% initize estimation variables
X_loc_estimatex_k = []; % position x estimate
X_loc_estimatey_k = []; % position y estimate
vel_estimate_k = []; % velocity estimate
P_estimate = P;
predic_state = [];
predic_var = [];
RMSHorGPSk=[];
time=[]
tic
for i =1:2668
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% Predict next state of the airplane with the last
state and predicted motion.
X_estimate = A * X_estimate + B * u;
predic_state = [predic_state; X_estimate(1)] ;
%predict next covariance
P = A * P * A' + Q;
predic_var = [predic_var; P] ;
% Kalman Gain
K = P*C'*inv(C*P*C'+R);
% Update the state estimate.
if ~isnan(X_loc_meas(:,i))
X_estimate = X_estimate + K * (X_loc_meas(:,i) - C*
X_estimate);
end
% update covariance estimation.
P = (eye(4)-K*C)*P;
%% Store data
X_loc_estimatex_k = [X_loc_estimatex_k;
X_estimate(1)];
X_loc_estimatey_k = [X_loc_estimatey_k;
X_estimate(2)];
vel_estimate_k = [vel_estimate_k; X_estimate(3:4)];
time

= [time,i];

RMSHorGPSk
=
[RMSHorGPSk,sqrt(predic_var(i,1)+predic_var(i,2))];
end
toc
KALMAN Filter SVD (K-SVD)
U0=eye(4);
D0=eye(4);
Rk=R;
Rk=(((triu(sqrt(Rk)))));
L=((((Rk)')^(-1)));
H1=C;
Q1=Q;
x1= X;
G1=B;
time
= []; % Simulation time [s]
xposRMS
= []; % RMS East position uncertainty
yposRMS
= []; % RMS North position uncertainty
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RMSHorGPSksvd
= [];
predic_varksvd = [];
%% initize estimation variables
X_loc_estimatex_ksvd = []; % position x estimate
X_loc_estimatey_ksvd = []; % position y estimate
vel_estimate_ksvd = []; % velocity estimate
tic
for i =1:2668
if i==1
[tt1 S V]=svd([L'*H1*U0;(D0)^(-1)]);
U=V;
S=inv((D0));
end
[tt2 S V]=svd([L'*(H1*U);(S)^(-1)]);
U=U*V;
S=inv((diag(diag((S)))));
ksvd1=U*S^2*U'*H1'*L*L';
P= [(U*V)']^(-1)*S^2*[U*V]^(-1);
predic_varksvd = [predic_varksvd; P] ;
x1 = x1 + ksvd1*(X_loc_meas(:,i) - H1*x1);
[tt7 S V]=svd([S*U'*A';sqrt(Q1)'*diag(G1)']);
U=V;
S=((diag(diag((S))))) ;
X_loc_estimatex_ksvd = [X_loc_estimatex_ksvd; x1(1)];
%
P
= .5*(P + P');
x1 = A*x1+B * u;
X_loc_estimatey_ksvd = [X_loc_estimatey_ksvd; x1(2)];
vel_estimate_ksvd = [vel_estimate_ksvd; x1(3)];
time
= [time,i];
RMSHorGPSksvd
=
[RMSHorGPSksvd,sqrt(predic_varksvd(i,1)+predic_varksvd(i,
2))];
end
toc
save 'RMSHorGPSksvd' 'RMSHorGPSk'
subplot(2,2,1)
plot(x_est,y_est,'-r','LineWidth',1)
title('Estimated 2D Position
(km)','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',18)
subplot(2,2,2)
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plot (k,Vx_est,'LineWidth',1)
title('Estimated speed in X direction (V_x)
(km/h)','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',18)
subplot(2,2,3)
plot (k,Vy_est)
title('Estimated speed in Y direction (V_y)
(km/h)','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',18)
subplot(2,2,4)
plot (k,V_total,'-r.','LineWidth',1)
title('Estimated total speed
(km/h)','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',18)
%%Plot the results
figure;
plot(x_est,y_est,'r.',X_loc_estimatex_k,X_loc_estimatey_k,'g.',X_loc_estimatex_ksvd,X_loc_estimatey_ksvd,'b.','LineWidth',1);
title('Kalman Filter, K-SVD vs Estimated
Position','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',18)
legend('Estimated','Kalman Filter','KSVD','FontSize',16)
xlabel('Horizontal Position
[km]','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',18);
ylabel('Vertical
position[km]','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',18);
figure ;
endoftime = length(time); % (100:endoftime)
plot(time(1:endoftime)/3600,RMSHorGPSksvd(1:endoftime),'k
-','LineWidth',.5);
hold on
plot(time(1:endoftime)/3600,RMSHorGPSk(1:endoftime),'g','LineWidth',2);
title('K-SVD Method vs Conventional Kalman
Filter','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',18);
legend('K-SVD','Kalman Filter','FontSize',16)
xlabel('TIME [hr]','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',18);
ylabel('RMS UNCERT
[km]','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',18);
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